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TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
TOWN MEETING
March 14, 2006
The Ballot Clerks, Priscilla Manvllle, and Barbara Lauterbach
were sworn In and It was announced that the time for accepting absentee ballots would be 1:00 P.M.
The March fourteenth, two thousand and six Town Meeting was
called to order at ten of the clock in the morning by the Assistant
Moderator,
John Schoenbauer who announced the polls to be
open to act upon Article 1.
At 1:30 P.M. the absentee ballots were accepted.
The polls
were closed at 6:00 P.M. and the ballots were tallied.

Article 1-A.
All town officers and school board members for
the year ensuing were voted on, with the following results:

Selectman for 3 years
Randy Mattson
Mark Stearns

had
had

196 votes

Treasurer for 1 year
Jeannie L. DeGrace
Holly Titus
Robert Heath

had
had
had

238 votes

Tax Collector for 1 year
Ellen D. Burns
Holly Titus

had
had

143 votes
118 votes

Town Clerk for 1 year
Sheila Mohan
Robin Woodaman

had
had

254 votes

Moderator for 2 years
John P. Kimball II

had

247 votes

years
had

248 votes

Trustee of Trust Funds for
Barbara Benoit
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Supervisor of the Checklist for 6 years
Bess G. Hanson
had

Moderator for the School District
Lee Qulmby
had
John Kimball
had
Member from Center Harbor
Julian Sh lager
Jan Hooper
John Kimball

had
had
had

65 votes

1
1

1

vote
vote

vote

254 votes
246 votes
1

vote

250 votes
1
1

vote
vote

"

Member from Meredith
Carl R. Johnson
Miller Lovett, Chris
1 vote each

217 votes
had
Whltcher, Bob Ambrose

Member from Sandwich
3 votes
Paula Adriance
had
Joanne Haight
2 votes
had
Howard Cunningham
2 votes
had
Will Saunders, Sharon Nelson, Robert Rowan,
John Martin, Dave Cox, Caroline Schneider,
Pam Elliott, Declan O'Connell, Rich Benton,
Vicki Burns, Allison Reed, and Dan Cunningham
each had 1 vote.
Article 1-B. To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
1-B,
to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board,
as follows: to amend Section 4:3 Penalties to
read,
"In case of violation of this Ordinance, the Selectmen of
the Town of Center Harbor may institute any appropriate action or
or
proceeding:
to prevent such violation: to restrain, correct,
abate such violation; or to prevent the unlawful occupancy of any
building,
structure, or land.
Any person, firm or corporation
which violates any provision of this Ordinance shall be punishable by a fine of not more than two hundred seventy-five ($275.00)
per
per day for a first offense and five hundred fifty ($550.00)
day for subsequent offenses."
198 YES

46 NO

Article 1-C. To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
1-C, to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board, as follows: to amend Section 5:8:3:2:1 Size of
Campsites to read, "Each proposed site for camping with a tent or
recreational vehicle shall contain at least five thousand (5,000)
and buffer
square feet exclusive of public facilities, roads,
zones
.

190 YES

58 NO

Article 1-D. To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
1-D, to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board, as follows: to amend Section 5:8:3:2:2 Spacing
and Setbacks to read: "An open space not less than one hundred
fifty (150) feet wide shall be maintained along each boundary,
right-oflot
line, or frontage along an existing street, road,
pond, lake, brook or wetland as wetland is defined in the
way,
Center Harbor Wetlands Conservation Overlay District Ordinance."
173 YES

44 NO

To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
Article 1-E.
to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board, as follows: to add a new Section 5:8:3:2:6
Operational Requirements to read as follows:
1-E,

"

"5:8:3:2:6:1 No recreational vehicle or recreational campas they are defined in New Hampshire RSA
216-1,
or
similar thing shall be used or occupied as a year round residence, however, this shall not be construed to prohibit the storage of any of the foregoing on a campsite when not in use.
ing

cabin,

5:8:3:2:6:2 The total number of persons utilizing a Recreational Camping Park at any one time shall not exceed the number
of approved campsites multiplied by a factor of five (5) plus ten
percent (10%) of that product.
5:8:3:2:6:3 A resident caretaker shall be present in every
Recreational Camping Park during all periods of operation.

5:8:3:2:6:4
No permanent
structures shall be erected,
placed, permitted or maintained within any campsite or affixed to
any recreational vehicle, any recreational camping cabin or any
campsite.
5:8:3;2:6:5 A store for the sale of food or other items may
be allowed provided: (i) it complies will all applicable setback,
building and life safety codes of the Town of Center Harbor and
State of New Hampshire, (ii) that no sign, advertising or other
means are employed to attract the general public thereto;
and
(ill)
that
sales are restricted to registered patrons of the
Recreational Camping Park for consumption or use during their
stay.
193 YES

44 NO

Article l-F.
To see if the Town will vote to Adopt Amendment
to the existing Town Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning
Board,
as follows: to amend Section 5:8:5 Permits to
read,
"No
Organized Camping Area shall be operated in the Town of Center
Harbor unless the owner has obtained Non-Residential Site Plan
Review approval from the Planning Board and has a valid permit
Issued by the Board of Selectmen."
1-F,

216 YES

35 NO

Article 1-G.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
to the existing Town Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning
Board,
as follows: to amend Section 5:11:3 under Non-Conforming
Structures to read, "No additions or changes or reconstruction
shall be undertaken which increase the total square footage of
the non-conforming portion by more than twenty percent (20%)
or
make the structure substantially different from the use to which
it
was put before alteration.
Any change in the existing footprint of a non-conforming structure within fifty (50) feet of the
mean high water line of any water body as defined in Section
11:2:2 of this Ordinance will be allowed only with a waiver from
the State of New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
and provided the change complies with all other provisions of
1-G,

this Ordinance and all other ordinances of the Town
Harbor.
189 YES
46 NO

Center

of

Article 1-H.
To see if the Town will vote to put the
lowing wetlands into State Prime Wetlands status-.

fol-

Center Harbor Designated Wetland #52: The "Mug" Wetland Complex
199 YES

41 NO

Center Harbor Designated Wetland #54-55: The Hale Swamp
196 YES

52 NO

Center Harbor Designated Wetland #58: Leroux Wetland Complex
198 YES

Center
Complex

47 No

Harbor Designated Wetland #79: Hawkins Pond

203 YES

45 NO

Center Harbor Designated Wetland #87-88
Perkins Wildlife/Wetland Complex:
198 YES

Wetland

Johnson,

Monroe,

47 NO

At
8:05 P.M. the Town Meeting was reconvened in the Fire
Station to act upon Articles 2 through 39. The Moderator,
John
Kimball,
called the meeting to order and was started with the
Pledge of Allegiance.
John asked that this years Town Meeting be
dedicated to Lew Hanson. John then read the results of the
election and announced that the Articles would not have to be
reread before the vote.

and seconded by
Article 2.
It was moved by Scott Davis
Diane Drenkhahn to raise and appropriate the sum of $618,992 to
Eric Strapp quesdefray the Town charges for the ensuing year.
tioned what figures went into the total.
Robin Woodaman exinto this
plained to Mr. Strapp which items of the Budget went
total.
The vote was unanimously in favor.

seconded by
Article 3.
It was moved by Lee Woodworth and
Kent Warner to raise and appropriate $332,425 for the maintenance
of
Town Highways and Bridges, including sidewalks and dead tree
the
removal.
$29,318 to be paid from State Highway Block Aid,
balance of $303,107 to be raised by taxes. Diane Kline asked why
Davis
Scott
there was no proposal for a new highway vehicle.
answered that a lot of money had been put into repairs for the
truck we have now.
The Selectmen were hoping to get another year
out
of this truck.
Diane asked how many miles were on this
truck.
Jeff Haines answered almost 200,000.
Jeff would like to
replace the present truck with a one ton dump truck and put a

sander on it.
Duke Kline asked if they could do a lease.
Scott
Davis stated that they would like to put half of the money aside
this year and the rest next year.
Carolyn Schoenbauer asked what
the cost of a new truck would be.
Kent
Jeff answered $52,629.
Warner made a motion to amend this article to add to the Highway
Budget $52,629 for the purpose of purchasing a new truck for the
Highway Department. Diane Kline seconded the motion.
The motion
passed in favor by a majority.
John Kimball re-read the Article.
The total for this Article is $385,054.
The Article passed in
favor by majority vote.

Article 4.
Moved by I) lane Kline and seconded by Brian
Kennedy to raise and a appropriate the sum of $60,000 for the
purpose of upgrading roads in Town.
Eric Strapp stated that we
put
$60,000 in every year, last year we spent
Jeff
$22,000.
Haines explained that we are entering the last year of an agreement with the State to upgrade Anthon Road, the State portion of
Center Harbor Neck Road and High Haith Road. When the roads are
finished they will be up to Class V roads.
Jeff made a motion
seconded by Lee Woodworth to amend Article 4 to $140,000 for the
purpose of upgrading the road. The motion to amend the amount of
Article 4 from $60,000 to $140,000 passed in favor by majority
vote.
The Article was reread by the Moderator and the article
passed in favor by majority vote.
It
was moved by Scott Davis and seconded by John Schoenbauer to
move Article 37 forward.
Marguerite Koerber stated that she was
opposed to moving Article 37 up because there are more articles
that
are more important.
John Kimball asked if there were any
others opposed.
Only one other was opposed so the Article was
moved forward.

Article 37.
It was moved by Bob Heath and seconded by Ralph
Riglone to instruct the Select Board to take any and all action
legally available to cause the so called Sheafe Harbor House
buildings to be placed on permanent foundations,
brought
into
"good" repair on the outside, properly landscaped, made safe and
the entire property made to be presentable, or; removed entirely
and the property made presentable and safe with no remains,
dangers,
foundations or buildings left.
Such action to start
within 30 days after this article is passed and followed through
without unreasonable delay until the property is made presentable
and safe in the eyes of a reasonable person,
Further, to appropriate such sum of money as the Select Board may suggest
is
needed for the above action.
All monies spent whether appropriated or spent from general or other funds, related to accomplishing the successful completion of this project, shall be recovered
in full by placing a lien on the property for the full amount and
subsequent y and within a reasonable time
(or
time specified
under NH State law) selling the property to recover monies spent.
Bob asked that the "sum of money" appropriated be $10,000.
Bob
explained that he wrote this petition after being urged by many
people.
There Is no time limit for the completion.
Strand
Ms.
has
failed to prove financial responsibility. Ms.
Strand has
given the Selectmen a document stating there was an anonymous
3
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donor and she will not disclose the name of the donor.
There are
ways that she could disclose the name of the donor without making
public.
it
Gary Toczko stated that he does not share Ms.
Strand's vision and that this building is not conducive to a
community center.
He urged the voters to vote yes to this artiStrand
cle.
John Kimball allowed Connie Strand to speak.
Ms.
stated that she has spoken to a lawyer and an anonymous donor
stays anonymous.
She then read from a handout that she had made
She stated
available.
She is not a resident of Center Harbor.
that she is not asking for funding, but she is asking for support
from the town. Ken Ballance stated that he has been Involved with
over and
this from the beginning and that we have heard this
We
over again.
This is an eye sore and a liability to the Town.
have had no action.
Ken feels that this article needs to be
passed.
Ralph Rigione stated that he lives next door and that
his property has been devalued by this.
Diane Drenkhahn stated
that we have a responsibility to enforce what we have in town.
Diane Drenkhahn
We have space available now for what we need.
supports the removal of this eyesore.
The vote was unanimously
favor to pass this article with the appropriate sum of money
in
not to exceed 310,000.
seconded by
Article 5.
It was moved by David Johnson and
Gary Toczko to establish a capital reserve fund for the purpose
of replacing a Highway Department vehicle and to raise and approThis Article was depriate the sum of $25,000 for said fund.
feated.

seconded by
Article 6.
It was moved by Lee Woodworth and
for
of
$195,774
sum
Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate the
unanimously
was
vote
The
Department.
the operation of the Police
in favor.

and seconded
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn
Article 7.
Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 for the
Scott Davis
purpose of hiring a Police Department Prosecutor.
asked Police Chief Mark Chase to speak. Chief Chase explained
that this would allow a professional prosecutor to handle the
court
cases.
Richard Harlow asked who would be doing this.
Chief Chase answered an attorney. We would not be hiring another
This article
officer;
it would be on a monthly contract basis.
passed in favor by a majority vote.
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn and seconded by
Article 8.
Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate the sum of $163,645 for
This article passed in favor by
the disposition of Solid Waste.
majority vote.
It was moved by Scott Davis and seconded by David
Article 9.
Hughes to raise and appropriate the sum of $84,000 for the mainThe vote was
tenance of the Center Harbor Fire Department.
unanimously in favor.

seconded by
Article 10.
It was moved by Scott Davis and
Diane Drenkhahn to establish a capital reserve fund for the pur11

pose of replacing Fire Department equipment and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 for said fund.
Scott
Davis explained that the money would be for breathing apparatus for 15
firefighters.
In 2007 the Federal Government will require
that
all
fire departments have the same standard equipment.
Janet
Kimball asked If the article had to be specified what the money
would be used for.
Janet Kimball made a motion to amend the
article to specify that the money would be used for self-contained breathing apparatus, Scott Davis seconded the motion. The
vote was unanimously in favor.
The article was read with the
amendment.
The vote was unanimously in favor.

Article 11.
It was moved by Scott Davis and
seconded by
Warner to establish a capital reserve fund for the purpose
of
design and construction of a Public Safety Building and to
raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 for said fund.
Scott
Davis asked that the word "building" be changed to "facilities."
Ron Shaw stated that he cannot see putting the money away for one
thing.
There are other things that need to be done; a salt shed
will be needed and it will be expensive.
Scott Davis explained
that
the Selectmen thought that this year would a good year because the budget is up only 1.6%.
Diane Drenkhahn stated that
she supports this article.
There was discussion regarding the
word "facilities".
It was decided that it would be
"facility".
Carolyn Schoenbauer asked if the Brooks' property was being considered for this.
Scott answered, "No".
The article passed in
favor with a majority vote.
Kent

Article 12.
It was moved by Helen Heiner and
seconded by
Carolyn Shoenbauer to raise and appropriate the sum of $71,600
for the operation of the James E. Nichols Memorial Library.
The
vote was unanimously in favor.
Article 13.
It was moved by Helen Heiner and
seconded by
Brian Kennedy to accept, under RSA 31:19, the James E. Nichols
Memorial Library Association Trust Fund as of January 1,
2006.
The amount being $8,000.
These trust funds would be turned over
to the Town.
The vote was unanimously in favor.
Article 14.
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn and seconded by
Elolse Coudert to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,395 for
Parks and Recreation.
David Schimke asked if the town had a
special project for this year. Bart Coudert answered that we need
more chips at the beach and that things like the expense of the
electricity and telephone have gone up. This article passed In
favor by a majority vote.
Article 15.
It was moved by Carolyn Schoenbauer and seconded by Diane Drenkhahn to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,950
for Patriotic Purposes Including Fourth of July activities.
The
article passed In favor by majority vote.
Article 16.
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn and seconded by
Elolse Coudert to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,600 for
Band Concerts,
including Holiday performances.
This article
12

passed In favor by majority vote.
seconded
It was moved by John Schoenbauer and
Article 17.
by Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate the sum of $46,161 for
Lee
the purpose of providing ambulance service to the Town.
new
the
with
Woodworth explained that there has been an increase
it
that
stated
Davis
Scott
contract with Stewart's Ambulance.
other
the
if
asked
Toczko
be
based
on
call
volume.
Gary
will
"Yes."
Scott answered,
communities have also been Increased.
The vote was unanimously in favor.
seconded by
Article 18.
It was moved by Helen Helner and
Carolyn Schoenbauer to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000
The vote was unanimously in favor.
for Direct Welfare.

Article 19.
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn and seconded by
Carolyn Schoenbauer to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for
The vote was unanimously
the Centre Harbor Historical Society.
in favor.

seconded
Article 20.
It was moved by John Schoenbauer and
by Carolyn Schoenbauer to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,050
for Center Harbor's share of the operation of the Red Hill Fire
Tower.
The vote was unanimously in favor.
It was moved by Carolyn Schoenbauer and secondArticle 21.
ed by Helen Heiner to raise and appropriate $4,662 for the supDavid Schlmke made a
port
of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center.
There was no second to this
motion to level fund this article.
motion.
This article passed in favor by majority vote.

by
It was moved by Julian Shlager and seconded
Article 22.
Jean Humphries to raise and appropriate $3,500 for the support of
Child and Family Services. This article passed in favor by
majority vote.

seconded by
Article 23.
It was moved by Bess Hanson and
Helen Heiner to raise and appropriate $12,201 for the support of
The vote was
the Meredith Public Health Nursing Association.
unanimously in favor.

seconded by
It was moved by Bess Hanson and
Article 24.
support of
the
for
appropriate
$8,400
raise
and
Helen Heiner to
motion to
made
a
Schimke
David
Program.
Action
Community
the
Gary Toczko seconded that motion.
level fund this article.
Everett Duren stated that Community Action helped a lot of people
He is in full support of this appropriakeep warm this year.
David Schimke feels that this is something that we might
tion.
The Moderator called for a vote on
like to support individually.
The motion failed. This article passed in favor by
the motion.
majority vote.
by
It was moved by David Johnson and seconded
Article 25.
Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate $600 for the support of
the Lakes Region General Hospital. David Johnson is unclear what
13

the $600 Is accomplishing.
He stated that LRGH had a wind-fall
this year and that it a profit making hospital.
This article
passed in favor by majority vote.

Article 26.
It was moved by Diane Drenkhahn and seconded by
Brian Kennedy to raise and appropriate $1,000 for the support of
the Greater White Mountain Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Ellen Fortgang asked if there was someone here that could answer
a guest Ion.
Ellen thinks that the Chapter has moved to Concord.
David Hughes stated that he belongs to the Red Cross and the
Laconla Chapter has been absorbed by the Concord Chapter.
They
now represent everything from the southern Merrimack County to
the Maine border except for the northern Carroll County.
This
article passed in favor by majority vote.
Article 27.
It was moved by Helen Heiner and
seconded by
Hanson to raise and appropriate $1,000 for the support of
New Beginnings.
David Schimke made a motion seconded by Gary
Toczko to level fund this article. Mr. Schimke stated that this
agency has created controversy by introducing a political stance
and promote their own agenda.
Mary Alice Warner feels that it is
Important to support this article.
New Beginnings provides
shelter for those who have been abused or abandoned.
Helen
Heiner stated that New Beginning has worked hard to provide
shelter for women and children and the expenses have gone up.
The vote on the amendment to level fund this article was defeated.
This article passed in favor by majority vote.
Bess

Article 28.
It was moved by Bess Hanson and
seconded by
Carolyn Schoenbauer to raise and appropriate $4,000 for the support
of the Winnlpesaukee Wellness Center.
This article passed
in favor by majority vote.
Article 29.
It was moved by Chris Williams and seconded
by
Diane Drenkhahn to raise and appropriate $1,323 for the support
of Genesis Behavioral Health.
David Schimke asked why the appropriate was up $21 from last year. Chris Williams responded that
their reguest is based on the number of Center Harbor residents
that they serve.
The vote was passed in favor by majority vote.
Article 30.
It was moved by Carolyn Schoenbauer and seconded by John Schoenbauer to raise and appropriate
$500 for the
support of the Loon Preservation Society.
Diane Drenkhahn stated
that
she supports social Issues that support the citizens of
Center Harbor.
This does not support the citizens.
Diane feels
that
this is something that people should donate to from their
own pocket
Kent Warner feels that this is something that perhaps the people who come here In the summer could support.
John
Schoenbauer is the vice-chair of the Loon Preservation Society.
Mr. Schoenbauer stated that the habitat that these birds live
in
has to support the birds.
in
The count for surviving chicks
Lakes Sguam and Winnlpesaukee Is down.
This organization does a
phenomenal amount of work to preserve this creature.
The Loon
Preservation Center in Moultonborough has the largest
research
data base on the common loon In the world.
This article was
.
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defeated.
this time Moderator John Kimball explained to those present
that Articles 31,32, 33, 34, and 35 all deal with the same issue.
They are all dealing with scenic road designation. Mr. Kimball
asked if there was any objection to reading all of the articles
After
at once and then voting on them.
There was not objection.
reading all of these articles Mr. Kimball asked for a motion.
The motion was made by Kent Warner and seconded by Joan O'Nell.
Road Agent Jeff Haines explained what a scenic road designation
Ken Warner
and what it would mean to the property owners.
is,asked if there was any expense connected with it. Jeff answered
that there is no cost involved.
The vote for Article 31.
To see if the Town will vote to
designate Keyser Road, from the Meredith town line to College
Road, as a "Scenic Road" in accordance with NH RSA 231:157 and NH
Duren and
RSA 213:158. (by petition).
It was moved by Everett
"to
seconded by William Koerber to amend this article to read,
designate Keyser Road, from the Meredith town line to the corner
where it meets Tuttle Road." Mr. Duren feels that there is noth"scenic" down through Keyser Road where the Town Dump is."
ing
The vote on Article 31 as
The vote for this amendment failed.
written was approved by majority vote.
At

To see if the
The vote for Article 32.
designate Hawkins Pond Road, a Class V road,
running Northwest to the Holderness town line,
accordance with NH RSA 231:157 and NH RSA
in
tion), was approved by majority vote.

Town will vote to
from Winona Road
as a "Scenic Road"
231:158. (by peti-

To see if the Town will vote to
The vote for Article 33.
designate Piper Hill Road, a Class V road, from Hawkins Pond Road
running East to Waukewan Road, as a "Scenic Road" in accordance
was apwith NH RSA 231:157 and NH RSA 231:158. (by petition),
proved by majority vote.
To see if the Town will vote to
The vote for Article 34.
designate McCrillis Hill Road, a Class V road, from Piper Hill
Road running Northwest to the Holderness town line, as a "Scenic
(by
Road"
in accordance with NH RSA 231:157 and NH RSA 231:158.
vote.
petition), was approved by majority
To see if the Tow will vote to
The vote for Article 35.
designate Butterfield Road, a Class V road, from the intersection
of Coe Hill Road running West in its entirety, as a "Scenic Road"
in accordance with NH RSA 231:157 and NH RSA 231:158. (by petition), was approved by majority vote.

seconded by
It was moved by Seth Stearns and
Article 36.
Wood Ridge
to
title
over
take
Richard Erickson to have the town
Jeff Haines
Agent
Road
petition).
Road and Wood Ridge Circle. (by
Only
there.
done
was
work
much
seem
as
if
doesn't
There
spoke.
needed
being
as
outlined
Jeff
items
that
the
five
distinct
of
one
Jeff feels that about $35,000 worth of work
has been done.
needed to be done. Marguerite Koerber asked how many lots at the
15

top of the hill have not been built on.
know;
Jeff didn't
he
thinks at least 1.
Bob Beem asked for a recommendation from Jeff
and the Selectmen on how to vote.
John Humphries, who lives on
the corner of Waukewan Road and Wood Ridge Road, feels that
the
Town should not take it over until all the lots have been built
on.
This article was defeated.

Article 38.
It was moved by Brian Kennedy and seconded
by
Richard Harlow to allow a discount of two (2) percent on taxes
paid within twenty-two (22) days of issue of tax bills by the Tax
Collector.
David Schimke stated that he is favor of the Article
as
read.
Bart Coudert asked if those present realized how much
money the Town loses by this discount
Kent Warner stated that
the money should be used by the Town and he would vote against
it.
Bill Koerber stated he wants to keep the 2%.
This article
passed in favor by majority vote.
.

Article 39. Noelle Beaudin, a Conservation Commissioner,
was asked to speak.
A landowner on Hawkins Pond would
like to
know if the Town would want about 25 acres for conservation.
Duke Kline asked how much it would cost the Town.
Noelle does
not have that Information.
Joan Mayerson, also on the Conservation Commission, stated that her property abuts this property and
a
board-walk though that area would be wonderful.
Scott Davis
stated that this property has a six lot subdivision on it.
He
has heard a figure of between $75,00 and $125,000.
Noelle explained that a special town meeting would be needed.
A
motion
was made and seconded to ask the Selectmen to pursue this issue.

Noelle Beaudin also announced that there are
available for the Conservation Camp.
This meeting was dissolved at 11:00 P.m.

Submitted by,
Town Clerk
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two

scholarships

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR

TOWN WARRANT

To

of the Town of Center Harbor
Town Affairs:

the inhabitants

Qualified to vote in

in the

County of Belknap

in Said State,

You are hereby notified to meet at the Cary H. Mead Meeting Room in Said Center
Harbor on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March at ten of the clock in the morning until six of the
clock in the evening to act upon Article 1 You are hereby notified to meet at the Fire Station in
.

Said Center Harbor on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March at seven thirty of the clock in the

evening to act upon Articles 2 through 47.
Article 1-A.

To choose

Article

To

1

-B.

Planning Board, for the
it

entirety

and replace

it

all

necessary

Town and

School Officers for the year ensuing.

see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment
Town Zoning Ordinance, to delete Section 5:3:3

Subsurface Disposal in

with the following: "Any leach field shall be

back a minimum of

1-B as proposed by the

set

seventy-five (75) feet from the normal high water level of any water body"?
see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment 1-C as proposed by
Town Zoning Ordinance, to delete Section 6:2:5 "Non-illuminated

To

Article 1-C.

Planning Board, for the

posters, printed advertisements

are allowed," in

and merchandise displays behind windows and inside buildings

entirety?

its

see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment 1-D as proposed by the
Town Zoning Ordinance, to delete Section 6:6 Types of Signs "No
signs shall be permitted. No revolving, moving, or flashing signs shall be

To

Article 1-D.

Planning Board, for the

neon or neon-type

the

permitted," and replace

.

it

with, "the following signs are prohibited in

all

zoning

districts:

neon

or neon-type signs; rotating or flashing signs; signs, including any portion or portions thereof,

which move or create the optical illusion of movement by mechanical means, by variations in
illumination or intensity of light or by other means; changeable copy, animated, or electronic
message center signs which are designed so that their characters, letters, pictures, outlines, forms,
designs, pictorials, colors, illustrations or other content can be changed, altered or rearranged
without physically altering the permanent physical face or surface of the sign, whether by
electric, electronic or other means. Nothing herein is intended to prohibit changeable copy signs
which are changed manually"?
Article 1-E.

To

Planning Board, for the

see if the

Town will

Town Zoning

Amendment
add a new Section

vote to adopt

Ordinance, to

1-E as proposed by the
6:10 to read: "All signs

except Identifying and Directional signs as defined in Section 6:4 shall require a construction

permit"?
Article 1-F

To

Planning Board, for the
"Off-lot sewer

means

see

if

the

Town

Town Zoning

that a lot

is

will vote to adopt

Ordinance, to add

or will be serviced

at the

by the
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Amendment

1-F as proposed

by

the

end of Section 9:4 the following:
of Center Harbor public

Town

or will be serviced

by a community

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $520,000

sewage disposal system." "Off-lot water means
water system as defined

inNH RSA

To see

Article 2.

if the

that a lot

is

485:l-a(l)."

Town will

system on Kelsea Ave. and Kelley Court, and to authorize the issuance
of not more than $520,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds
for repairs to the drainage

or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon.

Recommended by

the Selectmen. (2/3

ballot vote required).

To see

Article 3.

if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate $675,204 to defray

Town

charges for the ensuing year. ($61 8,992 appropriated in 2006).
Selectmen.
the

shall also serve as the

(

head

the

Town will vote as follows: To provide that no Selectman
of any Town Department. Recommended by the Selectmen.

To see

Article 4.

Recommended by

if the

Selectmen's Explanation ): While

a "full-time" town employee, there

is

no

RSA 669:7

prohibits a Selectman

from also serving

specific statutory prohibition against a

as

Selectman

serving as a part-time department head, such as Fire Chief. The recent issues surrounding the

Department have shown the difficulty of the Board of Selectmen reviewing and supervising
it is proposed by this article that no
Selectman shall serve as part-time head of any Town Department under the supervision of the
Board of Selectmen. (RSA 669:7 also prohibits a Selectman from serving as Treasurer,
Fire

a department headed by one of the Selectmen. Thus

Moderator, Tax Collector, Auditor, Trustee of Trust Funds, or Police Chief. This law also
prohibits other combinations of municipal offices).
Article 5.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $368,960 for the
maintenance of Town Highways and Bridges, including sidewalks and dead tree removal.

$28,832

to

Highway Block Aid, the balance of $340,128
Recommended by the Selectmen.

be paid from State

to

be raised by

taxes.

($385,054 appropriated in 2006).
Article 6.

To

see if the

for the purpose of a road surface

reconstruction in 2006).

Article 7.

Town will

Recommended by

To see

vote to raise and appropriate the

management program

if the

in

sum of $60,000

Town. ($140,000 appropriated

for road

the Selectmen.

Town will

vote to establish a capital reserve fund for the

purpose of construction of a sand/salt storage shed and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100,000 for said fund and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund.

Recommended by
Article 8.

the Selectmen.

To

Town

will vote to raise

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $216,428
Department. ($201,774 appropriated in 2005). Recommended by

see if the

for the operation of the Police

the Selectmen.

Article 9.
for the

To

see if the

purpose of purchasing and outfitting a

Recommended by

and appropriate the sum of $33,150

new 2007 Ford

the Selectmen.
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Expedition police cruiser.

To

Article 10.
for the disposition

see if the

Town

and appropriate the sum of $163,925

will vote to raise

of Solid Waste. ($163,645 appropriated

Recommended by

in 2006).

the

Selectmen.

Article

1 1

Shall the

.

Town

Regional Refuse Disposal District.

of Center Harbor vote

Recommended by

to dissolve the Sullivan

the Selectmen. (2/3 ballot vote required)

In the event that the dissolution of the District

Article 12.

affirmative vote of two-thirds of the

members of the

County

not approved by the

is

District, shall the

Town

of Center Harbor

vote to withdraw from the Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal District.

Recommended

by the Selectmen. (Simple majority ballot vote required)

To

Town

change the purpose of the existing
Meredith Incinerator Capital Reserve Fund established in 1978 to the Solid Waste Maintenance
Capital Reserve Fund and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund. (2/3
Article 13.

see if the

will vote to

Recommended by the

ballot vote required).

To

Article 14.

see if the

Town

Selectmen.

will vote to repeal Article

29 passed by the 1976 Town

Meeting and adopt the following:
enact the provisions of RSA 154:1 I. (b) so that the Fire Chief shall be
appointed by the Selectmen, and the firefighters shall be appointed by the

A.

To

B.

To immediately adopt

Selectmen upon recommendation of the Fire Chief.
this article as provided in Laws

1

993, 28:12,

notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 154:1 TV.

Recommended by
( Selectmen's

the Selectmen.

Explanation ): The 1976 Article says that the Fire Chief and the two next-

highest ranking officers are to be appointed annually by the Selectmen

upon recommendation by

the Fire Department. This provision creates an impasse if the Selectmen

person(s)

1976

"recommended" by

article,

the

members of the department.

provides alternate organizational structures for

do not appoint

RSA ch.154,

Town

the

enacted after the

Fire Departments.

The

(b)) be selected by the Town so that the
Selectmen recommend that alternative (b) (RSA 154:1
Chief is appointed by the Selectmen, and the subordinate officers and firefighters are appointed
I.

by the Selectmen upon recommendation of the Chief.

To

Article 15.

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $123,134

for the maintenance of the Center Harbor Fire Department. ($84,000 appropriated in 2006).

Recommended by

the Selectmen.

and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to
be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of replacing Fire Department selfcontained breathing apparatus (S.C.B.A.) and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from
Article 16.

this fund.

To

see if the

Town

($25,000 appropriated in 2006).

will vote to raise

Recommended by

the Selectmen

and appropriate the sum of $50,000 to
be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of design and construction of a
Public Safety Facility and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund. ($50,000
Article 17.

appropriated in 2006).

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

Recommended by the

Selectmen.
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To

Article 18.

see if the

Town

purchase and installation of one (1) generator for the
Selectmen.

Article

1

To

9.

see if the

Town

sum of $28,610 for the
Municipal Building. Recommended by

will vote to appropriate the

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $75,093

of the James E. Nichols Memorial Library. ($71,600 appropriated
Recommended by the Selectmen.
for the operation

for

Article 20.

To

see if the

Town

Article 21.

To

see if the

Town will

the

in

2006).

and appropriate the sum of $68,000
the purpose of a complete revaluation of the municipality. Recommended by the Selectmen.
will vote to raise

To

Article 22.
for Parks

see if the

Town will

to the

vote to raise and appropriate the

and Recreation. ($50,395 appropriated

To

Article 23.
for repairs to the

Town

To

Article 24.

see if the

Town

boat launch ramp.

see if the

Town

the replacement of the raft at the Center

Recommended by

To
two

Article 26.
for Patriotic

in 2006).

will vote to raise

Recommended by

will vote to raise

the Selectmen.

and appropriate the sum of $17,500

Recommended by

Harbor

sum of $43,694

the Selectmen.

and appropriate the sum of $9,000

Town Beach on Lake

for

Winnipesaukee.

the Selectmen.

Article 25.

the installation of

sum of $51,268
Town. ($46,164 appropriated in 2006).

vote to raise and appropriate the

of providing ambulance service
Recommended by the Selectmen.
for the purpose

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

ice clusters.

Recommended by

To

Town will

see if the

Purposes including Fourth of July

Recommended by

and appropriate the sum of $2,500

for

the Selectmen.

vote to raise and appropriate the
activities.

sum of $18, 130

($16,950 appropriated

in 2006).

the Selectmen.

Article 27.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
Band Concerts, including Holiday performances. ($6,600 appropriated
Recommended by the Selectmen.
for

To

Article 28.
for Direct Welfare.

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

($8,000 appropriated in 2006).

To

Article 29.

see if the

Town

in

sum of $8,600

2006).

and appropriate the sum of $14,000

Recommended by

will vote to raise

the

the Selectmen.

and appropriate the sum of $2,1 50 for
Recommended by

support of Emergency Management, including the purchase of a computer.
the Selectmen.

To

Article 30.
the Centre

see if the

and appropriate the sum of $500 for
($500 appropriated in 2006). Recommended by the

Town

Harbor Historical Society.

will vote to raise

Selectmen.

To

Article 31.

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $1,050

for

Center Harbor's share of the operation of the Red Hill Fire Tower. ($1,050 requested for 2007.

$1,050 appropriated

in

2006).
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Article 32.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of the Meredith Public Health Nursing Association ($12,201 requested for 2007. $12,201

appropriated in 2006).
Article 33.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of the Community Action Program ($8,400 requested for 2007. $8,400 appropriated in 2006).

Article 34.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center ($4,662 requested for 2007. $4,662 appropriated in 2006).
Article 35.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of the Winnipesaukee Wellness Center ($4,000 requested for 2007. $4,000 appropriated in

2006).

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of Child and Family Services ($3,500 requested for 2007. $3,500 appropriated in 2006).
Article 36.

Article 37.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of Genesis Behavioral Health ($1,323 requested for 2007. $1,323 appropriated in 2006).
Article 38.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of the Greater White Mountain Chapter of the American Red Cross ($1,000 requested for 2007.
$1,000 appropriated in 2006).

Article 39.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate funds for the support

of New Beginnings ($1,000 requested for 2007. $1,000 appropriated
Article 40.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

in 2006).

and appropriate funds for the support

of the Lakes Region General Hospital ($600 requested for 2007. $600 appropriated

in 2006).

Article 41
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support
of Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) ($500 requested for 2007. $0 requested in 2006).
.

Article 42.

To

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate funds for the support

of the Coalition Communities. ($500 requested
Article 43.

To

see if the

Town

for 2007.

will vote to

$0 requested

have the

Town

in

2006).

take over

title to

Skywatch

Road, (by petition).
Article 44.
To see if the Town will vote to accept the reclassification of Anthon Road
and the portions of Center Harbor Neck Road and High Haith Road presently classified as Class
II State Highways to Class V Town Highways. This request is from the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation to have the Town assume the ownership and maintenance of
Anthon Road and the State portions of Center Harbor Neck Road and High Haith Road.
Recommended by the Selectmen.

To

Town

on record in support of effective actions by the
President and the Congress to address the issue of climate change which is increasingly harmful
to the environment and economy of New Hampshire and to the future well being of the people of
Center Harbor. These actions include:
Article 45.

see if the

will go
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.

Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of U.S.

1

greenhouse gas emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid development

2.

of sustainable energy technologies thereby stimulating

new jobs and

investment.
In addition, the

Town

of Center Harbor encourages

New Hampshire

citizens to

work

for

emission reductions within their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to consider the
appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend local steps to save energy and
reduce emissions.

The record of the vote on

this article shall

be transmitted

to the

New Hampshire

Congressional Delegation, to the President of the United States, and to declared candidates for
those offices, (by petition).

Article 46.

To

see if the

Town will vote

to

allow a discount of two (2) percent on

taxes paid within twenty-two (22) days of issue of tax bills by the

Article 47.

To choose

Tax

Collector.

agents or committees in relation to any article of the Warrant

and hear reports of any heretofore chosen.

WTLee Woodworm

W. Lee Woodworth

D. Scott Davis

D. Scott Davis

Randy

Randy
landy

J.

Mattson

Selectmen
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J.

Mattson

PROPOSED AMOUNTS FOR
GENERAL GOVERNMENT

2007

$

2,675.00

$

111,667.00

$

10,475.00

$

91,260.00

DEBT SERVICE
PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL

-

LAND/BUILDING

-ROAD BOND

$

51,667.00

$

60,000.00

INTEREST

ROAD BOND

$

9,020.00

LAND/BUILDING PURCHASE
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE

$

1,454.00

$

1.00

WARRANT ARTICLES
POLICE CRUISER

$

CLUSTERS
BOAT LAUNCH REPAIRS
RAFT

$

2,500.00

$

17,500.00

$

9,000.00

GENERATOR

$

28,610.00

COALITION DONATION

$

500.00

ICE

33,150.00

OPERATING BUDGET

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY

DEPARTMENT EQUIP.
SAND/SALT STORAGE SHED
S.C.B.A. FIRE

$ 2,018,582.00

$

50,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

1

00,000.00
$

175,000.00

$

520,000.00

BOND
KELSEA AVE./KELLEY COURT

$520,000.00
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND ONLY:

CURRENT USE

655,977
235,575,889
5,335,252
4,322

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENT

TOTAL TAXABLE LAND

241 ,571 ,440

VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY:
RESIDENTIAL

91,062,720

MANUFACTURED HOUSING

732,096

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENT

8,087,616

17,400

TOTAL TAXABLE BUILDINGS

99,899,832

PUBLIC UTILITIES

2,332,800

BLIND EXEMPTIONS

ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS
TOTALLY & PERMANENTLY DISABLED EXEMPTION

5,000
784,800

TOTAL EXEMPTIONS

NEW VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE

789,800

IS

COMPUTED

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR BLIND EXEMPTION
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR A TOTAL & PERMANENT EX

343,014,272

1
1

@ $5,000

@ $784,800

CURRENT USE REPORT FOR 2006 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES EXEMPTED
-

NUMBER OF ACRES

FARMLAND

391.41

FOREST LAND
3530
UNPRODUCTIVE/WETLAND
141.91
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION
0.2
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES EXEMPTED UNDER CURRENT USE
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES TAKEN OUT OF CURRENT USE
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES RECEIVING 20% REC. ADJUSTMENT
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS HAVING A CURRENT USE ASSESSMENT
OR A CONSERVATION EASEMENT ASSESSMENT

25

4,063.30
10.13

571

1
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR, NH
APF

PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
ELECTION & REGISTRATION
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSES
LEGAL SHEAFE HARBOR
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
PLANNING & ZONING
MUNICIPAL BUILDIN(
CEMETERIES
INSURANCE
PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE SERVICE
FIRE

DEPARTMENT

BUILDING INSPECTION

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RED HILL FIRE TOWER
HIGHWAY STREETS & BRIDGES
PUBLIC

WORKS

STREETLIGHTS
SANITATION

ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
ROAD SURFACE MGT
HEALTH
HEALTH OFFICER
MEREDITH PUBLIC HEALTH
LR GENERAL HOSPITAL
WINNIPESAUKEE WELLNESS C

WELFARE
DIRECT ASSISTANCE
IL

DAY CARE CENTER

CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES

RED CROSS
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAI

NEW BEGINNINGS
GENESIS
CASA
CULTURAL & RECREATION
PARKS & RECREATION
LIBRARY
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

OTHER CULTURE & RECREATK

$

CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
DEBT SER PRINCIPAL
INTEREST
TAN INTEREST

$

2,675.00

$

1,648.00

$

2,675.00

$

111,667.00

$

111,667.00

$

111,667.00

$

13,541.00

$

14,598.00

$

10,474.00

$

1.00

$

45,106.00

$

1.00

$
$

33,150.00

$

17,500.00
9,000.00

WARRANT ARTICLES:
POLICE CRUISER

CLUSTERS
BOAT LAUNCH REPAIRS
ICE

2,500.00

RAFT

$

COALITION DONATION

$

500.00

GENERATOR

$

28,610.00

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
PUBLIC SAFETY BLDG
S.C.B.A. FIRE

EQUIPMENT

$

50,000.00

$

50,000.00

$

50,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

100,000.00

$

2,193,582.00

SAND/SALT STORAGE

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

$

1,906,407.00

AMOUNT ESTIMATED REVENUES
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES
(EXCLUSIVE OF SCHOOL AND COUNTY)
(EXCLUSIVE OF KELSEA AVE./KELLEY COURT BOND)

LESS
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$

1,993,437.00

$

361,432.00

$

1,832,150.00

BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR, NH

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND
TAXES ASSESSED FOR 2006
APPROPRIATIONS

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

SOURCES OF REVENUE
LAND USE CHANGE TAX
$

574.00

BOAT TAX

$

10,732.00

INTEREST
MOTOR VEHICLE
BUILDING PERMITS

$

8,825.00

$

229,760.00

YIELD TAX

$

8,895.00

OTHER PERMITS, FEES
SHARED REVENUE
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS

$

$

12,209 00
67,807.00

$

29,318.00

$

20,203.00

SALES
SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS

$

1,756.00

$

4,451 .00

$

9,790.00

REIMBURSEMENTS
RENTAL PROPERTY

$

11,289.00

$

9,600.00

CONTRIBUTION

$

6,879.00

GRANTS

$

3,81500

TOTAL REVENUES & CREDIT

$

435,903 00

TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDIT

$

NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
LOCAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT
STATE SCHOOL ASSESSMENT

$

LICENSES,

RATE:

1

,906,407.00

435,903.00

$

1

,470,504.00

$ 1,222,541 00
$
$

474,563 00
996,955.00
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND

LIABILITIES

(pre audit)

ASSETS:

FUNDS

FUNDS

IN

CUSTODY OF TREASURER

IN

OPERATING
LAND USE CHANGE
CUSTODY OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

UNREDEEMED TAXES
LEVY OF 2005
LENA' OF 2004
LEVY OF 2003

$ 1,225,374.73
$

293,488.38

$

453,770.73

$

15,831.96

$

129,896.59

8858.94

LEVY OF 2002

$

5,683.02

$

744.00
546.00

$

TOTAL UNREDEEMED

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
LEVY OF 2006 PROPERTY

$

129,896.59

TOTAL UNCOLLECTED

TOTAL ASSETS

$2,118,362.39

LIABILITIES

SCHOOL DISTRICT

$

1,084,302.00

DUE TO MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS
2% DISCOUNT 2005
BROOKS PROPERTY NOTE

$

40,103.00

$

77,174.33

$

ROAD BOND
DUMP TRUCK LEASE/PURCHASE
FIRE TRUCK LEASE/PURCHASE

$

51,667.00
240,000 00

TOTAL

01/01/2006

$

18,960.00

$

185,325.00

LIABILITIES

$

UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE

$

32

141,559.00

1

,697,531 .33

SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As

of

December

Municipal Building and Land

31

,

2006

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
EOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,

2006

RECEIPTS
2006
2006
2006
2006

VEHICLE PERMITS
DOG LICENSES
MARRIAGE LICENSES
DECALS

$229, 760.00

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$234,658.00

633.00
42.00
3,130.00
865.00

UCCS

SUBMITTED BY,
SHEILA MOHAN
TOWN CLERK
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTER HARBOR, NH YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

31,

2006

PRIOR LEVIES
DR.

2005

Unredeemed
Balance

Liens

beginning

at

Year
Liens Executed during

Fiscal year

$

546.19

$

546.19

744.00

$

546.19

$10,090.32

$

546.19

$

17,089.62

$

7,718.32

1,238.05

$

2,685.58

$

2,372.00

$34,216.77

$

19,775.20

$10,090 32

$24,182.95

$

11,673.86

$

6,974.32

1,238.05

$

2,685.58
$

2,372.00

$

of Fiscal

Interest

2002

2003

2004

$32,978.72

& Costs

Coll. After Lien

Execution

$

Refund

TOTAL DEBITS

CR
Remittance

Treasurer

to

Redemptions
Int./Costs After

$

Lien Execution

$

Abatements

(63.17)

$

(267.26)

of

Unredeemed Taxes
Liens

Deeded

to

Municipality

Unredeemed Liens
Balance at End of Year

$

8,858.94

$

5,683.02

TOTAL CREDITS

$34,216.77

$

19,775.20

Respectfully submitted,

Ellen

Tax

Burns

Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTER HARBOR, NH YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
PRIOR LEVIES

DR

2006

2005

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BEGINNING OF YEAR:
Property Taxes

$

1

68,31 7.54

Land Use Change
Yield

Tax

TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR:
Property Taxes

$

2,208.26

31,

2006

DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
SELECTMEN SALARIES

16,500

SECRETARY
OFFICE PERSONNEL
TELEPHONE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

32,671

45,403
3,095

872

COMPUTER SUPPORT/SERVICE

7,971

PRINTINGS ADVERTISING

3,416

DUES & MEMBERSHIPS
CONFERENCES MEETINGS
POSTAGE & SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS
GIFT BASKETS/DONATIONS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

3,655

175
5,041

1,012

721

120,532

ELECTIONS & REGISTRATION

MODERATOR
ELECTION WAGES
TOWN CLERK

400
1,339

450
422
332

ADVERTISING & PRINTING

MEALS

2,943

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

BOOKKEEPER
TREASURER
DEPUTY TREASURER
TAX COLLECTOR
TAX COLLECTOR EXPENSES
TREASURER EXPENSES

13,536

1000
500
10500
1

,246

2,169

AUDITORS

9,000

ABATEMENTS
REFUNDS

74,533
4,977
117,461

REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
APPRAISAL SERVICES

1 1

MAPS-CARTOGRAPHICS

,229

2,350
13,579

LEGAL EXPENSES
LEGAL EXPENSES
LEGAL SHEAFE HARBOR HOUSE

40,654
11262

BENEFITS

BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE

78,968

FICA

31,951

RETIREMENT

14,840

7,469

38

51,916

UNEMPLOYMENT
WORKER'S COMP
BENEFITS

136
13,068

ESCROW

6,473

152,905

PLANNING & ZONING
PLANNING BOARD EXPENSES
PLANNING BOARD SUPPLIES
ZONING BOARD EXPENSES

992

1504
2,496

MUNICIPAL BUILDING

CUSTODIAL SERVICES

3,900

ELECTRICITY

5,708

OIL

6,591

SEWER SERVICE

894

REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES

17,545

416

TOWN GARDENS

148

DOG POUND FEES

2,500

37,702

CEMETERIES
MAINTENANCE
RESTORATION

2,529
2,529

INSURANCE

TOWN PACKAGE

53,301

53,301

TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT

555,364

PUBLIC SAFETY

POLICE DEPARTMENT

WAGES

133,145

ON CALL

3,255

PART TIME
OVERTIME

4,751

13,357

SPECIAL DETAIL

1,785

SUPPORT
CONTRCT PROSECUTER

2,758
4,500

470

INVESTIGATIONS

TELEPHONE
CRUISER MAINTENANCE
RADIO MAINTENANCE
DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS

2,845
2,606

TRAINING

2,038

WITNESS FEES
COMPUTER EXPENSE

4,592

436
992

OFFICE SUPPLIES
OIL, TIRES,

1,164

LUBE

1,835

GASOLINE

7,562

39

UNIFORMS
EQUIPMENT

2,491

RADIO LEASE

3,415
87

3,038

MISCELLANEOUS

197,122

AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE SERVICE

46,164
46,164

FIRE

DEPARTMENT
FIRE CHIEF STIPEND
TRAINING
SPECIAL DETAIL
FOREST FIRES

11,195

21,998
1,170

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS

434
4,345
5,693

473

TRAINING
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

1,115

483
270
98

POSTAGE
AUXILIARY SUPPLY FUND

VEHICLE FUEL -GAS
VEHICLE FUEL -DIESEL
HARDWARE SUPPLIES
HYDRANT EQUIP/MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
RADIOS

610
1,209

563
158
3,692
1,612

HOSE

1,247

508

S.C.B.A.

NEW EQUIPMENT
FIRE

5,097

TRUCK LEASE/PURCHASE

26,475
88,445

COMPLIANCE OFFICER
BUILDING/HEALTH INSPECTIONS

16,511

FIRE INSPECTION

250
615

TELEPHONE
MILEAGE
SUPPLIES

1,119

120

BOCA CODE
18,615

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RED

HILL FIRE

TOWER

1,050
1,050

TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY

351 ,396

40

HIGHWAYS STREETS & BRIDGES
PUBLIC

WORKS
WAGES

140,273

SUB-CONTRACT
TELEPHONE
TREES
SIDEWALKS

19,983

730
4,250
1,700

ELECTRICITY

2,771

HEAT

5,362

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
SIGN MAINTENANCE

22,354
1,264

UNIFORMS
SAND & GRAVEL

14,968

SALT

26,430

1,074

CULVERTS
COLD PATCH & BITUMINOUS
GAS, OIL GREASE
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
DOCK/FOUNTAIN MAINTENANCE

1

6,276
0,946

13,915

,

2,090
1,298

ROAD REPAIRS
DUMP TRUCK LEASE

2,971

18,960

MEDICAL TESTING

126

ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
NEW TRUCK PURCHASE

139,198
52,442
489,381

STREET LIGHTING
STREETLIGHTS

8,012

LIGHT REPLACEMENT
8,012

TOTAL HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES

497,393

SANITATION
SANITATION MISC.

725

TRASH PICK UP
SUB-CONTRACT
TRANSFER STATION

2,135
1,580

158,220

TOTAL SANITATION

162,660

HEALTH

HEALTH OFFICER
MEREDITH PUBLIC HEALTH
LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
WINNIPESAUKEE WELLNESS CTR

3,106
12,201

600
4,000

TOTAL HEALTH

19,907

WELFARE
DIRECT RELIEF

18,189

CAP

8400

41

CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES

3,500

DAY CARE CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
AMERICAN RED CROSS
GENESIS
IL

4^662
1,000

1000
1,323

TOTAL WELFARE

33074

CULTURAL & RECREATION
PARKS & RECREATION

WAGES

7,320

LIFEGUARDS
BOAT LAUNCH

10,948
6 390

TELEPHONE

l'633
'

ELECTRICITY

PORTABLES
PRINTING & ADVERTISING

BATH HOUSE MAINTENANCE
TENNIS & REC. FIELD MAINTENANCE
BEACH PARK MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES

1

7 65
707

1

^368

1,069

548
2 126
1^060

PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENTS
INTER-LAKES AFTER HOURS

1,520

500
73

MISCELLANEOUS

37,027

LIBRARY

WAGES

37 835

TELEPHONE

1299

MILEAGE
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
BOOKS/PERIODICALS

1,463

10265
V573
3J20

ELECTRICITY
BUILDING HEAT
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

1

LANDSCAPING
COMPUTER MAINT CONTRACT
COPIER MAINT CONTRACT
DEVELOPMENT/TRAINING
SPECIAL PROJECTS FROM GIFTS
PROGRAM PROJECTS

221

450
250
450
575
63

SUPPLIES

1,946

MISCELLANEOUS
FURNINSINGS& EQUIPMENT

530
300
61,340

PATRIOTIC PURPOSES

FOOTRACE

3 340

SUPPLIES

955

FIREWORKS

11200
15,495

42

BAND CONCERTS
BAND DIRECTOR STIPEND
BAND CONCERTS

2,000

4,260

SUPPLIES
6,260

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

500
500

TOTAL CULTURAL & RECREATION
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
CONSERVATION TRUST FUND TRANSFEF
TOTAL CONSERVATION
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY
S.C.B.A. FIRE DEPT. EQUIPMENT
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS

DEBT SERVICE
PRINCIPAL

BROOKS HOUSE

1

20,622

1648
1875
3,523

50,000
25,000

75,000

CEMETERIES
2006

CENTER HARBOR MEMORIAL PARK
Jeffrey

Haines

$

217 89

Almon Small

$

336.66

Ronald Shaw

$

220.61
$

775.16

TOWN WIDE
Jeffrey Haines

$

553.86

Ronald Shaw

$

653.34

$1,207 20

COE CEMETERY
Almon Small
Ronald

DAVIS

Shaw

32.58

$

84.85
$

117.43

$

117.43

$

106.57

$

63.63

CEMETERY

Almon Small
Ronald

$

Shaw

$

32.58

$

84.85

STURTEVANT CEMETERY
Almon Small
Ronald

Shaw

$

21.72

$

84.85

HUCKINS CEMETERY
Almon Small

$

21.72

Ronald Shaw

$

41.91
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JAMES NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL TREASURER REPORT

BALANCE ON HAND JANUARY
RECEIPTS
NICHOLS TRUST
INTEREST

MVSB NOW ACCOUNT
MBIA CONTRIB.
MBIA REGULAR
MBIA ENDOWMENTS

BOOK SALES
GIFTS

TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
COPIER
MISC.

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$33,437.04

1,2006

$3,554.72

$15.02

7

James

E. Nichols Memorial Library
Librarians Report for 2006

The Nichols Library

is

pleased to report a year in which needed improvements were

made and

successful initiatives were launched.

One
The

again, the Nichols Library

staff recorded

collection.

7,072

Between

May

During the busy summer season,

1000 checkouts a month.

community continues

to

was well-used and appreciated resource

in the

community.

over the course of the year. Borrowers took out 14,846 items from the
and October, when extended hours are offered, the Library averages over

visits

grow, with

1

19

new

this figure rose to

2,000 items. Our user

registrations.

The Library added 91 1 items to its holdings this year. Forty-six worn or damaged materials
were withdrawn from the collection. Reflecting market trends, the Library no longer acquires new
films on vhs tapes and has cut back on its addition of talking books on cassettes. Our staff produced
monthly displays featuring different aspects of the collection. Our column in the Meredith News
featured capsule reviews of new materials. Short versions of the column were also featured on the

web

Library's

Our

page.

staff

reference and

supported our patrons reading interests and information needs by responding to 2 1

book advisory questions.

We also came their assistance with

1

10 computer related

We supplemented our holdings by borrowing 277 items from other state and regional
libraries. Our computer workstations are a popular
while lending 273 items to other

questions.
libraries,

NH

becoming better know and used, with 65
in-house uses. Additional uses went unrecorded, as patrons dialed in from locations outside the
Library. Our web page provided announcements of library events, new book listings, and links to
NH-supported databases that offer magazine articles, genealogical data, and homework help.

Our

resource, with 1,111 recorded uses this year.

Librarian Jon

Kinnaman produced

wifi link

a brochure detailing these resources.

Several major material improvements were

new computers and made

Library installed

Sagebrush's InfoCentre system, which
using since 2001

.

Among the

is

is

made over

a major upgrade to

the course of the year. In
its

We installed

supplanting their Spectrum product that the Library has had been

new system is the possibility for home access of the
should find the new catalog search format easy to use.

advantages of the

Library's catalog over the Internet. Patrons

InfoCentre also promises improvements in a number of staff functions.
to replace all

November, the

circulation/catalog system.

It

was

also decided that

it

computers in use
to

meet specifications

for the InfoCentre system.

In June, the Library added a log-needed air conditioning system. In addition to

making the

system will provide a drier environment better
suited for the preservation of library materials. Shelving was enhanced with addition of a rotating
new book display in the front reading room. Media storage was increased by adding metal shelf
facility

was time

This upgrade was both timely, as the

of our computer workstations and our network
at the beginning of the year were five years old and necessary, as the upgrades were needed
server.

more comfortable

for patrons

and

staff, the

inserts in the stack area. Finally, the Library

was able

47

to replace its aging blinds with

new

ones.

A major success this

year was re-establishing the

summer reading program at the Nichols
The program kicked off with a special event at the town beach, co-hosted by Sandy Frost of
Parks and Recreation. The eleven participants submitted lists of completed books for prizes and
promotions. Rick Dawgs Cafe and Bayswater Books supported the program by providing incentives
and prizes, for which we are grateful.
Library.

The Library continued to host a story time for the Village Pre-School. The Talk of Two
book group continued through June. In October, the group reconstituted itself as a
Holderness Library program. The Library and Parks and Recreation hosted an Indian Crafts day
November, which included stories, crafts and refreshments.

Towns

adult

in

Librarian Jon Kinnaman honed his skills at several meetings and workshops in 2006. In
March, he attended the Public Librarian's Association Annual Meeting in Boston. In September, he
participated in a North

He

Country Technology Workshop on Social Software

at the

Brewster Academy.

attended the Reference and Adult Services Conference, which discussed marketing library

resources. Finally, he took a class

on children programming hosted by

the State Library.

The Library bade a reluctant farewell to Library Assistant Kathy Wieliczko, in September.
Kathy did much to advance the Library's program offerings in 2006. We wish her well in her new
endeavors. Linda Belisle kept our book displays up-to-date and provided valuable readers advisory
and references services.
Thanks are due to several persons who contributed to the well being of the Library over the
Becky Levy provided help at the circulation desk during our busy summer season. Nancy

past year.

Chapman once again

assisted with the Library's

news column

in the

Meredith News. This

fall,

she

took on the Story Hour with the Village pre-school. Chuck DeCecca and Al Whatley managed the

used bookstore

this year, taking

over for Carol Scalzo. Ginny Ferlazzo again helped us getting books

ready to circulate.

The Library would also like to acknowledge gifts and donations that we received in 2006.
Books were donated by the Winnipesaukee Radio Controllers, in memory of Edward Libby and The
Zonta Club of the Lakes Region. Many other patrons donated items for on ongoing book sale, all
which were appreciated. Monetary donations were received from Anna and Jeffrey McClafferty,
Doris Carroll, Elizabeth Cox, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Slap, and D. Patrick Robinson.
Finally, the Library's Board of Trustees deserves special thanks for the many hours of service
given to the Nichols Library. Special mention this year must go to Sarah Heath, who took on the role

of interim Treasurer and played a major role

in realizing the material

report.

Faithfully Submitted,

Jon Kinnaman
Librarian
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improvements mentioned

in this

The Town of Center Harbor

is

under contract with Grzelak

2007. The audit will be available in the

Town

& Co. to be audited in

Office upon completion.
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2006 Center Harbor Planning Board Report

The Center Harbor Planning Board had a quiet year in
It seems the real estate economy has slowed to a
2006.
more moderate pace than in the past several years.
There
were, however, a few new subdivisions.

John Cook subdivided about 60 acres on Piper Hill Road
into five lots, four new large lots and the remaining lot
with John's old farmhouse on it.
The Twombly Family
subdivided a 23 acre lot at the northerly end of College
into two large lots with frontage on Squam Lake.
David
Frost subdivided about 12 acres into two lots on Piper Hill
Road. Winthrop Brown subdivided about 12 acres on Singing
Eagle Road into three lots, two with frontage on Squam
Lake.
Tom and Sally Whalen subdivided their land on Route
25 into two large lots.
The Board is just beginning the process of updating
some chapters of the Town's Master Plan.
Input will be
sought from all residents and property owners by way of a
community survey which should be sent out in the year 2007.
Those eager for something to do are invited to make
yourselves known to the undersigned.
Many members of the
Town will be needed for committee work as the updating
process unfolds.
The whole thing will likely take a couple
of years to complete.
The Board proposed a few changes to the Zoning
Ordinance which can be seen on the ballot elsewhere in
Town Report.

The Board welcomes new member Helen Heiner.

Respectfully submitted,
Lee W. Mattson, Chair
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the

CENTER HARBOR CONSERVATION COMMISSION
2006 ANNUAL REPORT
On the 2006 Center Harbor Town Warrant,

residents voted for 5 specific wetlands in

town

to be

designated as prime wetlands at the state level. Protecting these valuable resources enhances our town's
value and beauty, and helps preserve the character and quality of our town and region.

The Commission works

closely with the

New Hampshire Wetlands Board reviewing and advising with

regard to applications for shorefront changes to our town's water bodies. During 2006, the Commission

was presented with a number of Dredge and Fill permits
shoreline construction on the lakes within our town.

for the reconstruction of docking facilities and

Commissioner Bob Coppo took part in the Lay Lake Monitoring program in conjunction with the
Freshwater Biology Group of the University of New Hampshire. Lake monitors take water samples from
Lake Winnipesaukee on a regular basis during the spring and summer months. Our goal is to insure the
benefits of a clean and clear lake.

The Center Harbor Conservation Commission supports
Watershed Management Plan and Engineering Review.
Center Harbor Bay as a natural resource.

the development of the Center Harbor Village

We see this as an important step in preserving

Matthew Stearns and Brittany Poole received the Ken Sorlien Campership Award from the Commission,
and attended a week long camping experience at Barry Conservation Camp and Bear Hill 4-H Camp
respectively. These camps provide hands-on learning and environmental and conservation appreciation.
Maureen Criasia represented the Commission in helping to organize, publicize and volunteered at the 20*
Annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection Days on Saturday, July 29 and August 5. To identify
hazardous products in your home, read the label. If it says "Danger", "Warning", "Poison", or "Caution",
the product contains ingredients that are flammable, poisonous, will burn the skin and eyes, or react

and bring them to this annual collection event.
Center Harbor demonstrated the greatest
household participation in 2006 of all of the 23 communities
involved! The first Electronics Recycling program was also launched this year on August 5. Maureen

violently with other chemicals. Set these products aside,

%

and

Kim Haines also put in many volunteer hours

roadsides.

this year in cleaning

up

litter

along the town's

Thank You!

The Conservation Commission is placing a special article on the warrant for the 2007 annual meeting - the
New Hampshire Climate Change Resolution. We hope the voters will support actions to address the issue
of climate change which is increasingly harmful to the environment and economy of New Hampshire and
to the future well being of the people of Center Harbor.

Special thanks go to Noelle Beaudin and Eloise Coudert who have retired as Commissioners this year.
Noelle was instrumental in bringing the Prime Wetlands designation to the voters for approval this year.
Eloise has served on the Conservation Commission for the past 15 years. We recognize them both for
their

devoted community service.
Eloise Coudert

Commissioners:
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Chair

Bruce Bond

Karin Karagozian

Bob Coppo

Joan Mayerson

Helen Heiner

Joann

Wood

Annual Report

Of the
Center Harbor Fire Department

2006

The Center Harbor
2006.

A comprehensive

Selectmen resulting

Fire

Department has undergone a significant

investigation by Central Intelligence

transition in

was requested by

the

and membership within the department.
70 medical emergencies, 30
motor vehicle accidents and 19 service calls for a total of 227 responses.
Members have attended NH Firefighter Certification and Emergency Medical
Technician training coordinated through the NH Fire Academy in combination with local
area fire department programs. I would like to acknowledge the outstanding support
provided to us by all of our neighboring fire departments and Lakes Region Mutual Fire
Aid throughout the year.
Medical emergencies have been handled through the combined efforts of our
members working in close cooperation with Stewart's Ambulance Service.
An extensive review of department equipment and apparatus was
conducted during the fall including pump and hose testing in addition to inventorying,
repairing and relocating a wide array of portable equipment. An expanded training
program is being developed for all members to enhance their knowledge of all aspects of
firefighting and related emergency response capabilities.
New interoperability mobile and portable radios were received through the NH
Department of Safety. These radios provide the capability to communicate with local,
regional and state agencies.
in

changes

in leadership

The department responded

As we begin 2007,

to 108 fire incidents,

the department

is

positioned to

move forward

as updated

and guidelines are being established to enhance operations and safety.
is a community effort. Through your continuing
support we look forward to a safe year ahead.
policies

Fire safety and prevention

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert

P.

Wood

Interim Fire Chief

Members:
John Schlemmer
Fred Galietta
Arthur Smith
Jonathan Carver

Firefighter

Firefighter
Mark Ledger
David MacDonald Firefighter
Firefighter
Leon Manville
Firefighter
Gregg Neylon
Cynthia Schlemmer Firefighter

D. Scott Davis

Firefighter

Diane Smith

Jacob Fogarty

Firefighter

Holly Titus

Firefighter

Peter Fox

Firefighter

Lee Woodworth

Firefighter

David Hughes

Firefighter

Jeffrey

Duren

Deputy Fire Chief
Captain
Lieutenant

Engineer
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Firefighter

Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests &
and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help
us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a permit is
required before doing ANY outside burning. A fire permit is required for all outside burning unless the
ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also
prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department

Your

local Forest Fire

Warden,

Lands work collaboratively

DES

Fire Department,

to reduce the risk

1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires
Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information
please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
or

at

diligence and responsibility.

Fire activity was high during the first several weeks of the 2005 fire season, with red-flag conditions issued
by the National Weather Service and extreme fire danger in the southern and central portions of the state.
This period of increased initial attack activity prompted a 5-day ban on open burning, the first such ban in
Our
several years. Despite the dry conditions, the state's largest wildland fire was contained at 29 acres.
statewide system of fire lookout towers is credited with keeping the fires small and saving several

structures this season

due

to their

quick and accurate spotting capabilities.

interface damaged 10 structures,
Homeowners should take measures

constant reminder

a

that

forest

fires

Fires in the wildland urban

burn more than just

trees.

from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green
Additional information and homeowner
space around your home free of flammable materials.
recommendations are available at www.firewise.org Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department
to prevent a wildland fire

.

and the

state's Forest

Rangers by being

fire

wise and

fire safe!

2005 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as

of November

FIRE ACTIVITY

4,

2005)

BY COUNTY

Acres

Number

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson

Fires

2006 Center Harbor Police Department Town Report
This was a busy but positive year for the Police Department. Officer Donald Welch

completed 12 weeks of training

Academy and Attorney Robert Libby was
The Prosecutor has been a critical resource and has
successfully disposed of several criminal cases. The Meredith Session of the Laconia District
at the Police

contracted as the Department's Prosecutor.

Court held

session, so this will

its final

now

require us to go to Laconia for

all

court proceedings.

The Department's call for service remain steady and the weekend influx along with the
summer population and traffic explosion keeps us moving. Traffic complaints are frequent and
criminal investigations continue to become more complex and time consuming. Although we
have had several serious criminal cases including sexual assaults, physical assaults, computer
crimes, and the distribution of drugs, I believe overall we have a very safe community. This is in
great part do to the positive partnership that exists between the citizens of Center Harbor and the
Police Department.

2006 we had 792 calls for service, 787 motor vehicle stop, 40 motor vehicle accidents
These numbers do not include the calls, accidents, or arrests the New Hampshire
Police would have handled when providing coverage to the Town of Center Harbor.
In

and 66
State

arrests.

members have also served on several
committees. They included the newly formed town Safety Committee, Hazardous Mitigation
Plan Committee, Space Needs Committee, and the regional Pandemic Preparedness Planning
Besides serving in their primary roles, department

Committee. The Safety Committees established a manual to prevent or address workplace
injuries. The Hazardous Mitigation Committee is establishing a plan to address natural disasters.
The Lakes Region Partnership for Public Health has been working with area communities to
establish a plan in the event of pandemic.

assessing
the

all

"SNC",

I

the departments in

The Space Needs Committee has been reviewing and

town regarding

their

use of space. Although

believed they were amazed that the Police Department

alone with the level of efficiency that

our neighboring communities

who

it

does.

Much of our

success

I

will not speak for

is

able to function at

is

due

all, let

to the generosity

of

allow us to work out of their buildings.

The Police Department also received several grants from the Highway Safety Agency
100% funding for Speed Enforcement Patrols, DWI Saturation Patrols, and for a

including

DWI Checkpoint. Center Harbor held its first DWI Checkpoint in cooperation with the
Meredith and Moultonborough Police Departments. In addition we received 50% funding for the
purchase of a new digital camera. These grant have allowed us to provide better service and
Regional

protection then

we

In closing,

could do normally.

I

would

like to

Police Departments and the

would also

like to

New

thank the other Center Harbor Departments, our neighboring

Hampshire

encourage people

State Police. This cooperation

to contact us with

Respectfully submitted,

Chief Mark C. Chase
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is

paramount.

any questions or concern.

I

Center Harbor Space Needs Committee
2006 Activities Report

Introduction

May 2006

the Center Harbor Board of Selectmen created a Space Needs Committee (SNC) and six
Harbor
residents were appointed. The purpose of the SNC is to evaluate existing municipal
Center
space resources and the effect on current job efficiency. In addition, the SNC is evaluating what space
In

needs (five and twenty years) each department will have in the future. The final goal of the SNC is to
provide the Board of Selectmen with a set of recommendations as to how the Town will provide space
for all departments to perform their jobs efficiently, safely and in compliance with Town, State and
Federal codes.

Summary
Over the

last

necessary to

seven months of 2006, the

make

SNC

Created and sent out a questionnaire to

have as well as

Examined

met twice a month

future space recommendations. Specifically

how

it

Town

all

to begin to gather the information

it:

departments about what space they currently

affects their function.

the responses

from the questionnaires.

Performed on-site visits to all Town
have to work in their environments.

Met with department heads

to

facilities

and learned

how

particular

better understand the conditions in

Town

departments

which the department

functions.

Observed the interaction of the various departments with each

Worked with

the

Code Enforcement

other.

Officer to assess future use of the Brooks Property.

Evaluated different short and long-term solutions to identified space issues; the

we move

continuing this process of evaluation as

Held a public informational forum

know what we have

in

SNC

is

forward.

November

to gather public input

and

let

Townspeople

learned.

Focused on providing some immediate space

relief at the

Municipal Building

Provided a Temporary Space Allocation Report to the Board of Selectmen

It

should be noted that

all

the department heads

we have worked

with have been very cooperative and a

tremendous help to the SNC as we have learned about the various space issues. After all the above
items have been considered, the SNC will be forwarding a final report to the Selectmen, which will
detail our recommendations. In general, we have thought that the current spaces in Town can be better
Our recommendations will be
utilized but there is a definite need for some additional/new space.
based on cost-effective solutions in order to bring the Town into compliance and have improved job
efficiency

Our

now and

in the future.

regular meeting schedule

is

the

first

and

third

Thursday of the month, at 7 pm. in the Selectmen's
The public is always welcome.

Office, with additional meetings scheduled as needed.
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CENTER HARBOR PARKS AND RECREATION
2006 ANNUAL REPORT
I,

Sandy

as the

Frost,

new

was

hired by the Board of Selectmen of Center Harbor in February

Director of Parks and Recreation.

I

am

2006

delighted to serve this community.

The Parks and Recreation Department provides activities and programs throughout the
year. The recreation department welcomes any suggestions for programs, activities,
special events or facility development.

began the task of becoming familiarized with the town and the role of
Director. I read through numerous files from past years. I volunteered to serve on the
town "Joint Loss Management Committee". Many meetings were held to develop the
town's Safety Manual.
In February,

I

March included program planning
July,

for

upcoming

events,

summer band program, summer programs and

which included Easter, the 4 th of

other activities.

On

April

st

1

,

Parks

and Recreation hosted a "Pot Luck Supper and Board Game Night" at the Congregational
Church in Center Harbor. David Young's "Jazz Ensemble" provided entertainment. On
April 15

th

the annual "Easter Party" brought out nearly 200 people to join in on the fun
with two egg hunts, face painting, egg decorating and crafts. Raffle prizes were a big hit
,

as well.

became a very busy month with employment interviews for summer staff and
summer planning. A new boat launch brochure was drafted. Two new boat launch

April

Two new lifeguard chairs were purchased and set in place at the
Town Beach. A truckload of bark mulch was delivered and spread on the
Safety inspections were conducted on all sites. Many thanks are extended to

attendants were hired.

Center Harbor
playground.
the

town highway department

for

all

their hard

work!

May, three new lifeguards were hired and one lifeguard agreed to return. A new
summer Band Director, Noah Glynn, was hired to oversee the summer band program. As
the new Director of Parks and Recreation, the selectmen also gave me the task as Band
In

Director Supervisor.

Many

plans were set into motion for the 4

th

of July Footrace and

The boat launch employees began working on a weekend basis near the end of
May. The Memorial Day Parade was led by the Meredith American Legion and the Interfestivities.

Lakes Marching Band. Rev. Carol Asher-Snow, of the Congregational Church, officiated
at the three memorial sights. Sandwich platters were donated to all participants by Hart's
Turkey Farm of Meredith.
June

set the tone for

a very busy

summer

season. Supplies were ordered, phone calls

were made and plans were

set into motion. Chris and Linda Coudert returned for their
season with their hot dog cart at the town docks. Permits were applied for from the
state of NI I. Volunteers for the footrace were contacted. The new Summer Brochure was
final

printed.

Steve Olafson agreed to serve as the Director for the 4 th of July Footrace.
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On June

th

Parks and Rec hosted "Harbor Yard Pirate's Day" along with the Nichols
Memorial Library at the Town Beach. Treasure hunts, craft activities and refreshments
were provided to kick off the summer reading program entitled "Treasure Reading".
17

,

Lifeguard orientation took place near the end of June and the beach officially opened on

June 22

nd
.

Center Harbor

is

well

known

for the 4

th

of July. The 28

th

Annual Footrace was a

screaming success with due thanks to all those volunteers who assisted in so many ways.
Over 550 participants ran at this colorful event. The 2-Mile overall winners were Barbara

Malm and Jimmy

Tyrell.

Hanson. The theme

The 5-Mile

for the

4

th

overall winners

were Claudia Severance and Todd

of July Parade was "The Olympic Tradition".

An evening

"Moose Mountain Jazz Band". Spectacular fireworks
were once again presented by "Atlas Pyrovision of Jaffrey, NH. It was a huge day for the

concert at the bandstand featured

town of Center Harbor.
July and August were busy with
Softball,

summer

activities

which included: Tennis Lessons,

Drop-In Adult/Teen Volleyball, Basketball, Children's Beach Program,

Lessons, Seniors Let's Take

A Walk,

Swim

Horseshoe Tournament, Harborpalooza and Band

Concerts. The raft was removed from the lake when it was determined unsafe and it
broke in two on removal. There was major structural damage to the raft after many years

of use and the selectmen agreed to have it disposed of. The summer ended with a tropical
"Beach Party". Over 50 children attended, participating in beading, arts and crafts, sand
castle contest, refreshments

and more! Lifeguards finished the season on August 20

th
.

The summer season was over and packing up and organization was needed. In the fall
rd
season, a "Canoe House Clean-Up Day" was scheduled on September 23
The next big
event was the "Halloween Party" at the fire station, featuring the Big Screen Movie "Haunted House", presented by MBS Recording Studio and the returning Mr. Phil and
Co., twisting balloons of all creatures for everyone to enjoy. In November, a "Native
American Kids Craft Day" was held at the Nichols Memorial Library, sponsored by the
.

library

and Parks and Rec.

"Deck The Halls" and "Santa Claus

Is

Coming To Town" were scheduled

for

December,

but were cancelled due to an unexpected family emergency. However, the town

was

decorated beautifully with a 48 inch wreath and handcrafted snowmen at the Town Office
and fresh wreaths on the doors of the library. The Drenkhaun family adorned the
bandstand with greenery and lights and Joan Dole donated the giant Christmas that stands
there in

memory of Peggy Lambert. As

I

helped Joan decorate the tree with

understood the meaning of Christmas Spirit in Center Harbor and the

community

in Center Harbor.

Respectfully submitted by

Sandy Frost
Director of Parks and Recreation
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spirit

lights,

of

I

.

Center Harbor
In late

June 2006

I

Town Band
was hired

as the director of the Center

vividly the daunting task that lay before

concerts and

me - No

Harbor

Town

Band.

an aged and dwindling music

roster,

I

remember

library, three

rehearsal time..

little

Looking back on the process,

all

it

seems rather

effortless.

In due time

we

graduated from the

th

era of marches including

some of Sousa and King's greats to challenging late 20 century works by
Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland and John Williams. With minimal coaching, the committed
ensemble worked to provide the best possible musical experience for themselves and the audience.

A

and committed attendance of the instrumentalist is attributed
to the manageable three-concert schedule. In past summers the band was expected to perform six
concerts. This kind of time commitment is too grand for most vacationers and summer hobbyists. We
found that three concerts with one associated rehearsal for each concert worked well and provided
great deal of the musical success

increased numbers of committed instrumentalists as well as

more musically rewarding experiences

for

the audience.

Another change

to the

summer program was

the idea of themed concerts.

We started

the season

with a concert of all the traditional marches and waltzes, including the infamous Tiger Rag. The second

Dvorak and many more. This concert
at the Movies!"
works of John Williams, themes from Star Wars, The
Mission, Olympic Theme, E.T., and many more were included. The final concert was a tour of "The
th
Decades," this concert provided a musical experience from each of the 20 century decades, including
concert started with a classical twist, music by Corelli, Bach,

ended with

"A night

featuring the

20's and 30's big band, West Side Story, The Eighties, and more. This idea catered to everyone in the

audience -

It

was

great to see so

many

smiles and people singing along. This music also provided

challenge and opportunity for the ensemble, featuring

many

soloists, including

works

for

Bass Guitar

and Band, and Alto Sax and Band (Harlem Nocturne.)
Without the committed players, including students from Plymouth State University, University
of Maine, local professionals and hobbyist - this summer would not have been a success. I would like
to thank the talented instrumentalists, Moultonborough Academy for providing instruments and music,

Sandy

Frost,

Chief Davis and the Center Harbor Fire Department, the employees of Center Harbor and

the supportive audience

I

am

and residents of Center Harbor.

.

.

THANK YOU!

looking forward to the 2007 season and the opportunity to work with the fine instrumentalists of

the Center Harbor

Town

Band.

Sincerely,

Noah Glynn
Proposed 2007 Concert Dates - July
Please contact

me

if

you

noa hElynn@adelphia.net

1

3

and 27 - August 10 and 24 (7

are interested in be involved in the

(603) 348-7143

-
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PM)

2007 summer season.

or inquire at the Center Harbor

Town

Office

CENTER HARBOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The

CHHS

celebrated 2006, its 36th year of organization, with a full schedule of
eight informative programs plus field trips, the annual plant sale and participation
in

the Center Harbor Independence

Day Parade.

The year 2007 looks to be as active with enjoyable, informative programs, the
plant sale and a special members/guests tour of the Squam Lakes Natural Sciby the Executive Director, lain Macleod. For a complete schedule of events, refer to the program calendar included, keeping in mind to check
local newspapers for any last minute changes.

ence Center

led

2007. The first will be
part of July /August Saturdays' Museum Open House. In cooperation with the
Center For Traditional Arts of Center Harbor, a different craftsperson will be demonstrating his or her particular crafts at the Museum from 10 am to 2 pm. Objects
created on the spot will be available for sale at either the Museum or at the Cen-

The Society

will

be embarking on two major

ter for Traditional Arts.

The

first

initiatives in

program on July 7th will feature crafts for chilCream Social. Admission is free. Once again see

dren and an olde fashioned Ice
papers for up-to-date information.

be the computerizing of the Museum's entire collection using a program which will be compatible with at least 100 other museums in New Hampshire as well as many more throughout the country. This will be
a massive undertaking needing many volunteers to do data entry, photography,
inventory and other tasks. If anyone feels that they would like to participate in

The second

exciting venture

helping to bring the

279-1236)

who

will

will

museum

into the 21st Century, contact

be supervising

Seth

Ira

Stearns

(Tel

this effort.

be held on the 4th Thursday from April to November
at the Schoolhouse Museum located at 94 Dane Road (Rte 25B) or Gilpatric Hall
at the Center Harbor Congregational Church, 52 Main Street. All meetings are
open to the public at no charge. Membership is available for either $5.00 annually or $25.00 for a life membership. Always check the papers for schedule
changes or other announcements.

As

in

the past meetings

The Society thanks

the

will

Town

Paul S. Mayerson, President,

for its continuing interest

CHHS, PO Box

59

and

support.

98, Center Harbor,

NH

03226.

CENTRE HARBOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Program Calendar
2007

April 26

The Shaker Legacy
Darryl Thompson

August 9

+(Extra Event)+

Science Center

7:30 p.m.

# Schoolhousc

Museum

Iain

MacLeod.

Members

May

24

The

Girl

Augusta

Tour

3:30 p.m.

Left Behind

I

Me;

Pettengill/Civil

Mary Jane

& Guests Only ($3.00 pp)

Combined Meeting with

August 13

War

Moultonborough Hist. Society
Time and Place to be Announced

Pettengill

7:30 p.m.

# Schoolhouse

May

26

Museum

Annual Plant Sale
8:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.

Number

August 23

Center Harbor Fire Station

Professor Judith

Main

7:30 p.m.

Street

Center Harbor

June 28

*

# Schoolhouse

Congregational Church

Seth Ira Stearns
7:30 p.m.

Museum

# Schoolhouse

Natural Connections:

Museum

Re-adapting Old Buildings
Alex Ray

October 25

The Magic of the Squam
Lakes Natural science Center
Iain

Moyer

September 27 Alton Bay Fire: 1945

Dive Winnipesaukee!
David McKenney
7:30 p.m.

July 26

Please

Telephone Operators/Pre Dial Era

7:30 p.m.

MacLeod

# Schoolhouse

Museum

7:30 p.m.

Congregational Church

November

15

Annual Meeting:
Membership Show and

Tell of

Their own Priceless Heirlooms
Executive Board Chairs
7:30 p.m.
# Schoolhouse

# Schoolhouse

Museum

94 Dane Road (Route 25B)
Center Harbor
*

Center Harbor Congregational Church

Gilpatric Hall

52 Main Street
Center Harbor
Please note:

Schedule

Check

is

subject to change.

the local papers.
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Museum

Raymond

S. Burton
December 2006

338 River Road
Bath, NH 03740
Tel. (603) 747-3662
Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail: ray.burton4@gte.net

1

07 North Main Street

State

House Room 207

Concord,

NH 03301

Executive Councilor
District

One

Report

to the People of District

By Raymond
It is

S.

One

Burton, Executive Councilor

an honor to report to the people of this large Northern District in

my

capacity as Executive Councilor, one of several elected public servants. The

member Council was founded in the NH Constitution and much of NH
law provides an additional avenue at the top of your Executive Branch of
five

State Government.
will be a year when members of the Council are charged with
conducting public hearings on the State of New H amp shire 10- year

2007

transportation plan.

With

inflation affecting basic transportation costs,

presently no plan for an increase in the State gasoline tax,

new

projects

becoming

a reality. We'll be lucky to

and

don't look for any

I

complete what

is

currently

in the plan.

I

continue to seek volunteers to serve on the 300 or so Boards and

Commissions

as prescribed

by

New

Hampshire law. There

are

some

great

opportunities to serve your state government!

Send your

letter

of interest and resume

to

my office,

or to Kathy

Goode,

Director of Appointments/Liaison to the Council, Governor's Office, State

House, 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301. Tel. (603) 271-2121. To
find out what openings are available and to see a list of boards, visit the NH
Secretary of State website at: www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm
.

The

NH web site is a very valuable

for citizens. If internet

you, use your local public or school library to go to

is

not available to

www.nh.gov and

find all

state agencies, general court (representatives) and senate members, mailing

Towns

in

Council District #1

CARROLL COUNTY:
Albany, Bartlatl.

addresses, and

where

legislative bills

and proposals

are.

I

send

my weekly

schedule to some 500 e-mail addresses that include town offices, county

Tuftonboro, Wakefield, Wolfeboro,

media, NH House and Senate members, and others. If you
be on that e-mail list please send your e-mail address to
rburton@nh.gov I often include other public notices and information.

GRAFTON COUNTY:

It is

Alexandria. Ashland, Bath,
Benton, Bethlehem, Bridgewater,

public servant. Contact

Chatham. Conway, Eaton.
Elfingham. Freedom. Hart's Loc,
Jackson, Madison. Moultonborough,
Ossipee. Sandwich, Tamworth,

Bristol,

Camptor., Canaan,

Dorchester, Easton. Ellsworth,

officials, district

would

like to

.

an honor to continue to serve you

problems with

state

now

my office anytime

government.

I

in

my 29

th

and 30

respond

to all inquiries

Groton, Hanover, Haverhill.

Hebron. Hotderness. Landalf,
Lebanon, Lincoln. Lisbon,

Sincerely,

Livermore, Littleton, Lyman,

Lyme, Monroe, Orange. Orlord

Waterville Valley. Wentworth,

COOS COUNTY:
Berlin, Carroll. Clarksville,

Woodstock

Colebrook, Columbia, Dalton.
Dixville,

BELKNAP COUNTY:
Alton, Belmont,

Center Harbor,

Dummer.

Errol,

Gorham, Jefferson, Lancaster,
Milan, Millsfield. Northumberland,
Pittsburg, Randolph, Shelburne,

SULLIVAN COUNTY:

Gilford, Laconia, Meredith,

Stewartstown. Stark. Stratford,

Charlestown, Claremont, Cornish,
Croydon. Grantham, Newport

New Hampton.

Whitefield

Plamfield, Springfield,

Sanbornton. Tilton
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Sunapes

years as a

about your ideas, concerns and

Enfield, Franconia, Grafton,

Piermont, Plymouth, Rumney.
Sugar Hill. Thornton, Warren,

th

and challenges.

LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
2005 - 2006 (FY-06)

The Lakes Region has changed tremendously in the past 25 years. Homes and businesses have
expanded along major roadways, and many of our communities have experienced dramatic changes.
This growth has resulted in a number of regional challenges. The Lakes Region Planning Commission
(LRPC)

is

the area organization established to address the effects of

both the local and
Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and

growth

With a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in
Merrimack Counties, the LRPC provides a wide range of planning services

regional level.

The Commission

to

at

member

municipalities.

and support services ranging from technical assistance, geographic
information systems, and transportation planning, to land use and environmental planning, and
We are
economic development. Local, state, and federal resources primarily fund the LRPC.
offers direct

We

contacted several times daily for answers to local and statewide issues.
dialogue with state agencies as a resource for the entire Lakes Region.

Our

also maintain a regular

goal remains to provide

support and leadership to the governments, businesses, and citizens of the Lakes Region.

some of the

Listed below are

services

performed on behalf of Center Harbor and the region

in the past

fiscal year:

•J*

Provided information to the town on the preparation of

a local

master plan.

Currently working with the town to complete a Hazard Mitigation Plan, as required by

FEMA

for

access to federal disaster relief funds.

•J*

Prepared
final

•!•

report due in the

•••

GIS can be used

the region: a pilot project designed to illustrate

and bolster agricultural

how

the

activity.

Planned and coordinated the 20th annual household hazardous waste collection in the Lakes
Region.
Two consecutive Saturdays were designated as collection days for 24 participating
transported to

Convened
to

An estimated 20,000 total gallons
EPA approved end-of-life locations

several meetings of the

enhance

advises the

•!•

Tour of

to identify

a

Completed and distributed the 2006 Development Activity in the hakes Region report on the Lakes
Region development trends. Prepared and distributed a development survey for 2006-2007.

communities.

•!

fall

Initiated a Virtual Agriculture

Internet and

•I*

on Housing and School Enrollments in the Lakes Region with
of 2006. Funding was provided in part by grants obtained by LRPC.

a preliminary report

local

involvement

LRPC on

LRPC

of waste were collected, containerized, and
around the country.

Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

in transportation

planning and project development.

The

TAC

transportation projects of regional significance.

Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal
attorneys provide a legal perspective

on

Law

Lectures in Meredith where practicing

local planning,

zoning and other municipal

issues.

Recent lectures included: Off-Site Extractions and Impact Fees; Balancing Municipal Interests

and Private Property Rights; Ethics for Land Use Board Members; and Land Use Regulations:
Constitutional Challenges and the Evolving Law of Variances. Also convened a regional meeting

on
•!•

the use of conservation subdivisions as an effective land use conservation tool.

Secured funding from the
the preparation of

all

NH

Emergency Management Bureau

hazard management plans.
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to assist local

communities with

Prepared

Both

model

a

are

to

steep slopes ordinance and a draft agricultural land preservation ordinance.

be included in an innovative zoning guidebook to be released by the

Department of Environmental Services

NH

in 2007.

Awarded 150,000 from the U.S. Economic Development Administration to prepare a
Comprehensive Economic Development Plan (CEDS). LRPC will bring various stakeholders
together to develop a regional vision and plan for regional economic progress.

CEDS

will also

provide communities with improved access to

and economic development projects,

Adopted

a benefit

EDA

A

completed

funding for infrastructure

not currently available.

the Lakes Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan; a planning effort that will help provide a

blueprint for the location of regional and local bike and pedestrian routes.

Conducted over 150 traffic counts around the region, in cooperation with the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation (DOT). LRPC is also preparing and updating local road inventories,
on a town-by-town basis, that will be used by the DOT.
Participated

on

the Lakes Region

explore the ways and

means

Household Hazardous Product Facility board of directors
facility may encourage communities to participate

that the

to
as

members.

Convened seven Commission meetings, including four area meetings, which featured a diverse
range of topics ranging from a presentation focusing on how scenic views affect local property
assessments, an update of LRPC's Regional Goals and Objectives which was accomplished with
discussions and recommendations over the four area meetings and adoption in September of this
year, an amendment to the Standing Rules and Procedures for the LRPC Transportation
Advisory Committee, and an update on the recent achievements of the Northern Rail Trail in
Merrimack County.
to the economic and
Development
Economic
County
e.g.,
Council, the Grafton County Economic Development Council, the Pemigewasset River Local
Advisory Committee, the North Country Resource and Conservation Development Council, etc.

Continue to represent the region on several boards and committees related

environmental well-being of the region,

Reviewed project proposals through

the Belknap

NH

the

Intergovernmental

Review Agreement

that

provides the region and local communities an opportunity to respond to applications seeking
state

and federal

aid.

LRPC

reviewed

many

proposals having a combined investment

total

greater than $15 million in the Lakes Region.

Produced
site

a

calendar of

critical

deadlines for

March Town Meeting, and

distributed

it

via

our web

and regular mail.

NH

Planning and Land Use Regulation books to

considerable savings.

Copies are provided to individual planning

Ordered and distributed many copies of the

member

planning boards

at

board members.
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REPORT OF CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES

The Board and
the

staff

Town of Center Harbor

of Child and Family Services very much appreciate the support provided by
We continue to count on your help which makes possible the

for our services.

provision of quality, professional services to children and their families

who

otherwise could not afford

them.

We are pleased
Water

Street.

In the 12

to

provide services to the Center Harbor area through our Laconia office

months ending June 20, 2006 we provided the following services

at

95

to the residents

of Center Harbor:
Services

Number of Hours of

Individuals

Served July, 2005
-

June, 2006

Service
July,

2005 - June, 2006

Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment

3

4

Family Counseling

2

1

Child Health Support

1

116

6

121

Total

In addition to the above, the following services are available to the residents

of Center Harbor:

Family and Children's Counseling Professional social workers provide counseling services that utilize
individual and family strengths to address a wide variety of problems including death, divorce, substance
use, abuse and neglect, and other social and mental health issues. Counseling services strengthen the
health of the community by assisting families in overcoming the debilitating problems that weaken the
family structure and impede a child's healthy development.
Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment
adolescents, and their families,

who

:

Outpatient screening, assessment and counseling services for

are experiencing problems of drug/alcohol abuse or dependence.

Parent Education Courses are designed

to help parents learn the skills necessary to address the

challenges of parenting so that they can raise healthy children in loving and respectful families.

Throughout the year, evening courses are held
working parents.

Adoption Services help insure
for parenting

and ready

for the

available after the adoption

is

that children

in local

communities

to

accommodate

the needs of

being adopted are placed in good families

who

are prepared

unique joys and challenges of raising an adopted child. Services are also

final for

adoptive parents, their children and birthparents.

Healthy Families. Healthy Families provides medical support and social services to low-income
pregnant women and their children. Services are designed to improve the health of the baby and mother
and to provide the support families need during the crucial first months of an infant's life. Services
provided by an interdisciplinary team of medical, social work, and education professionals offer support
throughout pregnancy and the first year after birth.
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Child Health Support workers assist families who have abused or neglected children
problems that led to the abuse or neglect and to strengthen the family.

to help solve the

Spaulding A residential camp that provides a two-week camp experience to disadvantaged, at risk
boys and girls ages 8-14. Camp Spaulding is unique in its dedication to serving the needs of children
from low and moderate-income families.

Camp

Family Support Programs short-term, home based programs, which help at risk families learn parenting
home management and other things needed to effectively cope with the stresses of family life.

skills,

Parentline

A toll-free phone number linking parents to CFS

social

workers

who answer

child rearing

questions, provide support, direction and appropriate referrals for further assistance.

Group Home
ages of 13 and

provides long-term residential care and emergency overnight shelter for youth between the
18.

Community Education

Staff are available to speak to the interest of community groups regarding

behavioral health issues.

Support from your town, combined with grants from individual and corporate donors is crucial to
our continued ability to meet the needs of Center Harbor residents through these programs and services.
This year we are requesting town funding in the amount of $3,500, which was the amount given us in
2006.

Like the

Town

of Center Harbor,

we

are

working

to provide the

most effective services with

Our staff are becoming quite skilled at stretching resources to meet the needs of the
most people! Your investment in CFS is truly an investment in the residents of Center Harbor - together,
limited resources.

we can help to insure
many challenges!

that children

and families have the

skills

and resources they need

to deal with life's

If you would like to know more about our services or have any other questions regarding Child
and Family Services please feel free to call me at 668-1920, ext 143. I look forward to talking with you
and appreciate your consideration of our request.

Sincerely,

Michael R. Ostrowski
President/CEO
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MEREDITH PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION
MPHNA is a

Medicare, Medicaid,

BC/BS approved and

State L.icensed non-profit

agency

that

provides Skilled Nursing, Psychiatric Nursing, Physical Therapy, Speech Therapy, Occupational

Therapy, Medical Social Worker, Licensed Nurses Aide, and

Homemaker

Service to the

residents of Meredith and Center Harbor.

Meredith Public Health Nursing Association

is

pleased to announce a

Telehealth remotely monitors weight, blood pressure, heart

blood sugar

new

oxygen

Telehealth Program.

and
home. This technology increases access to care, promotes patient
complications and early changes in patient's condition.
rate,

level, temperature,

in the patient's

compliance, and identifies

Board of Directors include Richard Harlow, President;

Max Jenness,

Vice-President; Jean

Greenlaw, Secretary; Robert Laferriere, Treasurer; Janis Roberts, Asst Treasurer; Phyllis
Ilamblet

,

Thomas

Pryor, Frances Secord, Virginia Stephens and

James Wallace.

staff includes: Jane H Kiah, RN, BS, Executive Director; Patricia Heaney, RN, MS;
Malissa Priestley-Carey, RN, BS; Eileen Moore ,RN, MS; Joan Wood, RN, MS; Geraldine
Sawyer, RN; Cherylanne Gonzalo, RN; Harriet Redmond, MS, ARNP, Beverly Hammond,

Our

MSW,

Joanne McLean, PT; Renee Colby, PT; Clare Persson, OT; Judy Stoecklin,

MSPA,

CCC-SLP; Sheila Grad, LNA; Donna Bilodeau, LNA; Cindy Johnson, LNA; Pamela Wyatt,
LNA; Dale Connolly, Office Manager; Annette Paine, Office Asst., and Aglaia Rouvahs Office
Clerk.

Services in Center Harbor during 2006 include:

474

RN Home Visits

Weekend/Evening Visits
89 Physical Therapy
53 Occupational Therapy
362 LNA Home Visits
66 Homemaker Services
80 BP Readings at Monthly Clinic.
90

Memorial

gifts were received in memory of Beverly Bacon, Martha Beede, Leland Collins, Mr.
Mrs. Harold Creelman, John Elmore, Mr.
Mrs W. Harry Gleason, Lewis C. Hanson, Harry
Holland, Dr. Robert Hormell, Geraldine Jackson, Norvin Laubenstein, Stanley Ludwick, Mary

&

&

Lund, Lynn McGuigan, Harriet McNevin, Ruby Perkins, Cecil Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Robert A.
Spear, John Starrett, Elizabeth Stone-Pywell, Judith Skaff, Louise Thibeault, Emanuel Varsames,

and Muriel Wheeler.

A Blood Pressure

Clinic

This free Clinic

open

at

our office

is

Monday

A sincere thank you

is

held on the 2nd

to the public

thru Friday

is

extended

their continued strong support

Cary Mead Room.
Registered Nurse is available

Wednesday of each month

between 12noon and 3pm.

9am-10am and 1pm

to the residents

to

A

in the

2pm.

of Center Harbor and our

of our agency.

Jane

H

Kiah

Executive Director
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many

volunteers for

+
Chapter

American
Red Cross

Concord Area, Lakes Region
and North Country

Branch Office:
Belknap Mall

Office:

2 Maitland Street, Concord,

NH 03301-3534

Belmont,

(800) 464-6692, (603) 225-6697, Fax: (603) 228-7171
wwwconcord-redcross org

NH

January 26, 2007

Board of Selectmen
of Center Harbor, Municipal Building
PO Box 140
36 Main Street
Center Harbor, NH 03226

Town

On

(Emailed

to

chtownoffice@metrocast.net)

behalf of the American Red Cross chapter serving the Concord Area, Lakes Region and North
provide the following information on the work of the Red Cross in Center Harbor and the Lakes

Country,

I

Region.
In 2004, the Concord Area Chapter accepted management and governance of the Greater White
Mountain Chapter as a Certified Service Delivery Unit. This merger has extended our services into the
Lakes Region and North Country. We recently opened a Branch Office in Belmont to further serve the
needs of communities in the Lakes Region and North Country.

The Red Cross chapter provides services to communities to prevent, prepare for, respond to and
recover from disasters and other life-threatening emergencies. We train families and business in health
and safety skills through courses in First Aid, CPR, and use of automated external defibrillators (AEDs).
We provide certification training for Licensed Nurse Assistants, a fast growing field with a high job

demand

in

the State.

This chapter is currently training volunteers in the Lakes Region to have specific skills in disaster
response. These people are part of the emerging Lakes Region Disaster Action Team (DAT), a group of
specially trained Red Cross disaster volunteers who can be called day or night to respond immediately to
the needs of disaster victims

in

Center Harbor and surrounding communities.

The remarkable response of the Red Cross Berlin DAT volunteers to the recent devastating
apartment fire demonstrated the importance of these readily accessible, community-based groups. The
Berlin DAT was on the scene assisting victims within minutes after being called. They provided the
families with critical and immediate needs for lodging, food, clothing, baby items, and other supplies. Over
the next several days, the DAT members and chapter staff continued to assess and provide for the
families' needs.
our goal to have available to Center Harbor and other communities in our chapter jurisdiction
DAT to be on the scene, working with other community disaster
response groups when help is most needed.
It

is

with similar well-trained volunteer

The $1 ,000 appropriation in Fiscal Year 2007 from Center Harbor to this chapter will help us
continue to be ready and responsive to the needs of your community during times of critical need.
Please

feel free to contact

me

if

you need any other information.

Sincerely,

%
Priscilla

Greene

Executive Director
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Community Action Program
Belknap-Merrimack Counties,

Inc.

2007 MEREDITH AREA CENTER
PROJECTED OPERATING BUDGET

PERSONNEL
Area Center Director

$ 28,607

Outreach Worker (25 hrs/wk x 52 wks)
Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits
Sub-Total:

1

4,703

17,729

$61,039

OTHER COSTS
Program Travel 4,705 miles x .34
Rent (includes maintenance/trash removal,

$

1,600

16,000

Electricity, heat)

Building Maintenance

500

Telephone

3,000

100

Postage
Office Copier/Computer/Supplies

2,200

50

Staff Development/Training

1

Publications/Subscriptions

150

Liability/Contents/Bond/Malpractice Insurance

Sub-Total:

400

$24,100

Total Budget: $85,139

Federal Share:
All

Town

Share:

$ 33,307 (39%)

51.832 (61 %)

$85,139

enr-Area Center Budgets
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES

2006

PROVIDED TO
CENTER HARBOR RESIDENTS
BY THE MEREDITH AREA CENTER
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

VALUE

UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD

PROGRAM

is

a nutrition

program

that offers

supplement
The program serves children
under six years of age, women during pregnancy
and up to 12 months after the birth of their baby.
Value $46.74 per unit. *(An individual may not be
enrolled in both the WIC Program and CSFP but a
participants free nutritious foods to
their daily diet.

family

may have members on both programs.)

CONGREGATE MEALSwelcome

to

PACKAGES--60

PERSONS--10

$

2,804.40

MEALS--371

PERSONS--6

$

2,240.84

MEALS-681

PERSONS-5

$

4,528.65

RIDES-6

PERSONS-3

$

40.68

MEALS--1500

PERSONS-100

$

7,500.00

APPLICATlONS-23

PERSONS--58

$ 19,155.51

elders are

All

our congregate meal sites/

Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities

and special events.

Value $6.04 per meal.

MEALS-ON-WHEELS
nutritionally

provides the delivery of

balanced hot meals to homebound

elderly or adult residents five

days per week.

Value $6.65 per meal.

TRANSPORTATION

provides regularly

demand response

to and from towns in
Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and
professional facilities, shopping centers, and

scheduled

congregate meal

sites.

Value $6.78 per ridership.

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES
five

food

days

of food for

crisis.

provide up to

people facing temporary

Value $5.00 per meal.

FUEL ASSISTANCE

is

available to

income

energy costs
during the prime heating season. Priority is given
to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit
for the 2005-06 program was $652.00.
eligible

households

to help with

ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program
program funded by

all

provides a specific

tier

95% on

is a statewide
payers which
of discount from 1 5% to

electric rate

electic bills for

income

eligible

households. Stats from 1/1/05 to 12/31/05.

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN
specific food to

supplement

nant or nursing

women

five.

ENROLLED HH-14

$ 10,621.02

provides

daily diet of preg-

as well as children under

Participants receive medical/nutritional

screening, counseling and education. Value
includes value of vouchers and clinical services
at

$45.69 per

PACKAGES-96

unit.

FAMILY PLANNING

PERSONS-16

$

4,386.24

provides confidential,

comprehensive gynecological care, including
complete medical examinations, breast exams,
Pap smears, pregnancy testing, birth control and
counseling.

STATS NOT AVAILABLE

CTRHBR.XLS
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Pagel

HEAD START

is

VALUE

UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
development program

a child

serving children before they enter public school.

Classroom and in-home learning services are
provided for both children and their families.
Value S8000 per child.

SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM
friendly visiting

and respite services

CHILDREN-1

$

8,000.00

2.006.40

provides
for

home-

Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value to companions

bound

elderly.

includes mileage, weekly stipend ($5.74 per
hour).

Value to visitees

is

comparable

to similar

private sector services($5.74 per hour).

VISITEES-2

HOURS-313.5

$

HOURS-1120

PERSONS-1

$ 12,913.60

HOUSEHOLDS-3

JOBS-3

$

GRAND TOTAL

$ 74,255.39

SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOY-

MENT PROGRAM

provides income eligible

seniors with meaningful training and

employment

experiences within community based non-profit
agencies. Seniors are paid for twenty hours of

work weekly

until

employment

is

THE

FIXIT

appropriate unsubsidized

found.

PROGRAM mobilizes

volunteers,

especially skilled occupations such as plumbers

and electricians, to assist elderly
household repairs.

clients with small

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL-CAP
utility,

landlord/tenant, legal

58.05

provides

and health counsel-

ing as well as referrals for housing, transportation

and other

life

concerns. These supponVadvocacy

services are not tracked.

CTRHBR.XLS
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REPORT OF NEW BEGINNINGS
On
like to

behalf of New Beginnings

thank the citizens of the

-

A Women's

Crisis Center,

Town of Center Harbor

I

would

for their continued

support. Your 20065 allocation of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) has
enabled us to continue to provide 24-hour crisis support, outreach, and

assistance to victims of domestic and sexual assault in

all

of Belknap

County.

Our organization operates
line,

a full-time shelter, staffs a 24-hour crisis

provides advocacy at court, hospitals and police stations, social service

advocacy, and responds to the Greater Lakes Child Advocacy Center for
support of victims and non-offending care givers and offers peer support

groups for victims and families of domestic violence and sexual assault. We
also run community and school based education programs. We are members

of the Belknap County Family Violence Prevention Forum, a task force

made up of community members and professionals initiated by the
Governor's Commission to take a coordinated community response
domestic and sexual violence and stalking

New Beginnings

in

against

our county.

Belknap County courts
each working day of this budget year. New Beginnings volunteers donated
over 19,000 service hours. All services are provided free of charge.

We are

had advocates and

members of the

state-wide

staff in

NH Coalition Against Domestic

and Sexual Violence, promoting statewide networking and resource sharing
among domestic violence and sexual assault programs. The coalition is the
evaluating body and administrator of state and federal contracts that provide
some funding for member programs and advocates for legislative change
that affects victims

This year

we

of domestic and sexual

are requesting $1,000 from the

to continue the support

If you

assault.

Town

of Center Harbor

of our programs.

need further information please

Sincerely,

Kathy Keller
Executive Director
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call

528-651

1.

Inter-Lakes

We

wish

Day Care Center

to thank the residents of the

support over the past 35 years.
balloons on the 35

l

Town of Center Harbor

Our Board of Directors declared

for their continued

a celebration of cake and

anniversary of our incorporation, October 27

th
.

The

party

was

enjoyed by the children, parents and staff. It could be said that the recent and longneeded paving of the Center driveway was a fitting anniversary present for all to enjoy
for

many

years to come.

of its charter powers, Inter-Lakes Day Care Center aims to
promote child development and family support for working parents, through
comprehensive infant, toddler, preschool and school age developmental ly appropriate
In the exercise

curriculum. Year-round childcare

weeks

is

provided

in educational settings at

two

locations for

and part-time childcare, morning
preschool programs, summer day camp programs and USDA approved hot meals and
children 6

to 12 years old.

Services include

full

snacks.

In conjunction with the State

Development Block Grant Fund,

of New Hampshire, through the Child Care and

is available based on income
and family size for purposes of employment, training and pursuit of degree or
certificate programs, job search and temporary disability. Additional services include
sponsorship of the Interlakes Family Daycare Nutrition Program, a group of licensed
home daycare providers who receive federal reimbursements from USDA by serving
approved meals and snacks while providing care for children of working parents.

sliding fee scale tuition

level
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Winnipesaukee Wellness Center
80 Bean

Road

NH 03226
603-253-1839

Moultonboro,

December

8,

2006

Town of Center Harbor
Town Hall

NH 03226

Center Harbor,

Attn:

Selectmen

men and women

First, the

program

at the center are

taking advantage of the medically supervised exercise for wellness

thankful for the support of the citizens of the town of Center Harbor.

Without the support of the surrounding towns,

We

it

would be very

currently have 24 residents of Center Harbor

who

difficult to carry on.

attend regularly.

Several have

left for

of the year.

We

have introduced a buddy program whereby each current member may sponsor one person
free month and I expect this will lead to the enrichment of the lives of local residents.

for a

the Winter, but

Our budget
area towns,
clients,

we

we

expect at least 10 more from Center Harbor after the

for

2007

we

expect the total revenues will cover the expenses.

is

barebones

at

With the support of Center Harbor and other

$97,140.

sponsor a golf tournament each year as our primary fund

donations of individuals help. Our fees cover

Fees are $40 for the

first

member of

65%

of our

pay

at least

$10.00 per month however.

We

petition the

Town

In addition, several,

costs.

who can

not pay the fee.

10% when

paying

of Center Harbor to continue support for 2006.

$4,000, but would appreciate any amount that

We

We do

still

expect

also encourage our clients to take advantage

of our pre-payment program which can save them up to

We

In addition to the fees of
raiser.

the household and $30 for the second one.

provide uncompensated service to those in our society
all to

first

may be

in

advance.

We

have budgeted

contributed to support our efforts to

continue this program for area residents.

We especially

and Residents of the Town of Center Harbor to pay
hand evaluation of our program. We are open Monday, Wednesday and

invite the Officers, Officials

us a visit for a

first

Friday from 6 a.m. until 4 p.m.

'Winters B.

Hames

Co-Founder
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m
Behavioral Heallh

40 Years of Caring
1966 ~ 2006

Celebrating

January

To

1

,

2007

the Residents of Center Harbor:

Genesis

Behavioral

Health

(GBH)

is

grateful

Appropriation. Your contribution has helped
care to residents of your

town who

GBH

for
to

the

Town

of

Center

Harbor's

2006

cover the costs of providing mental health

are unable to pay the full cost of their services.

During Fiscal Year 2006 (ending June 30, 2006), a total of 23 Center Harbor residents came
for their mental health problems. Their ages break down as follows:

GBH to find help

Age Range

to

Community Response

Coalition

CoRe

The Community Response Coalition (CoRe) and
working

to strengthen

and expand

The

the After

their prevention initiatives

Hours youth group

are

through multiple strategies

an annual Prevention Fall Festival,
media campaigns, youth prevention and leadership trainings, alternative drug and alcohol
free activities, parent support groups, family resilience education and other multi-sector
in the Inter-Lakes region.

strategies include

strategies.

CoRe

convened

first

2001 as a

in

(NHYRBS),

result

of the

New

Hampshire Youth Risk

which Inter-Lakes High School students scored higher
that the national average in every high-risk category. Over the past several years, CoRe
has implemented the strategies listed above to address these issues.
Behavior Survey

The

in

positive findings comparing the 2001, 2003 and

2005 Youth Risk Behaviors

surveys show:

•

Onset of alcohol use among youth 12 and younger declined from
38% in 2001 to 37% in 2003 to 26% in 2005.

•

Onset of marijuana use among youth 12 and younger declined
from 23% in 2001 to 20% in 2003 to 10% in 2005.
in 2003
in 200 1 to 4 1
Overall, tobacco use declined from 5 1

%

•

and

34%

in

,

%

2005.

Overall, use of cocaine, heroin, inhalants, amphetamines and

•

ecstasy declined.

The group

is

help sustain After Hours
that

sum

Activities for

or any additional

be beneficial and

Town of Center Harbor donate $500 to
Middle and High School Youth. Consideration of
would contribute to the funding of this project would

respectfully requesting the

much

sum

that

appreciated.
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CASA
Court Appoinied Special Advocates

FOR CHILDREN

New Hampshire

Giving

CASA

What

is

CASA

of

NH

of

New

NH's Abused Children a Voice

in

Court

Hampshire, Inc.?

a statewide, private non-profit dedicated to guiding abused and neglected children
through the NH child protection and juvenile court systems to safe, permanent homes. It is one of
is

950 programs

Who

of the National

CASA Association (NCASAA)

in Seattle,

Washington.

are these children?

whom CASA serves all have individual stories and experiences, but share one thing:
emotional and physical health has been jeopardized by someone who is supposed to nurture and
protect them.
In addition to that victimization, their path to healthy development is now at the

The

children

their

little personal knowledge of them. CASA volunteers advocate to
ensure that no child's story goes unheard and that there is someone committed to their wellbeing.

discretion of a court system that has

What

is

a CASA/Guardian ad Litem (GAL) Volunteer and what

is

their role?

A

Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) volunteer is a trained citizen appointed as the GAL
by the District or Family Court judge to protect the best interest of a victimized child. A CASA's

role is to research the case and present the court with a unique, child-centered perspective. To
prepare their recommendations, CASA/GALs talk with family members, social workers, school
officials, healthcare providers, and others who are knowledgeable about the child. The CASA/GAL

also reviews

progress.

all

Most

records pertaining to the child's schooling, medical treatment, and child welfare
importantly, they

visit

with the child at least once a

month

How long does a CASA/GAL volunteer remain involved with a case?
We ask CASA/GALs to commit to the child until the case closes -- typically,

for full understanding.

twenty-four months.

How many CASA/GALs are there and how many children does CASA of NH serve?
CASA of NH has 400 CASA/GALs representing about 1,000 or 72% of victimized
involved in the NH courts. In order to advocate for the remaining children, CASA of NH
maintain a ready pool of 500 - 550 advocates. Since 1989,

it

children

needs to

has served over 6,200 children.

What

training does a CASA volunteer receive?
Each CASA/GAL volunteer is thoroughly screened and must complete a comprehensive 40-hour
pre-service training before taking a case. Ongoing in-service trainings are also required.

Is

there a "typical"

CASA

volunteer?

of NH volunteers range in age from 21 to 80+ years, come from all walks of life, and have
a variety of professional, educational, and ethnic backgrounds. Over 70% of our advocates work
full-time, but many others are retired. The only criteria are that the person have good common
sense and a desire to make a difference for victimized children - the rest we can teach.

CASA
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How many cases does a CASA carry and how much time does it require?
CASA volunteers are only required to take one case at a time - representing one child or a sibling
group - and spend approximately 10-15 hours per month per case. Much of that is phone time
with individuals knowledgeable about the child, at least one

visit

to the child each month,

and a

court hearing every three months.

How

effective

is

CASA of NH program?
New Hampshire have noted

the

Judges throughout
the value of the information that CASA brings to
the proceedings and are appreciative of the unique perspective presented by CASA/GALs. In
addition, national studies show that a child who has been assigned a CASA/GAL spends less time
in court and in foster care than those who do not have CASA advocacy. We want each child to be
reunited with his/her biological family IF

can be a safe and nurturing place. If
urge the decision-makers to find safe, permanent homes where the child can thrive.

How
As a

is

it

it

cannot,

we

CASA of NH funded?
of NH relies on a diverse revenue base.
from state and federal funding (e.g., Victims of

ZASA

private 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization,

Thirty to forty percent of our operating budget

is

Crime Act), with the balance from individual, civic, and corporate contributions; private grant
monies; and revenue from CASA of NH's own fundraising efforts.

How many staff members work for the organization?
There are twenty full- and part-time staff members: President/CEO; Senior Staff Attorney; Office
Assistant; Resource Development Assistant; Director of Development; Holiday Card Project
Coordinator; Recruitment and Training Coordinator; Technology Coordinator; Bookkeeper; two
Senior CASA/GAL Supervisors, and ten CASA/GAL Supervisors.
Are there other ways to help
Yes!

Being a

CASA/GAL

is

CASA

CASA/GAL?

besides being a

not possible for everyone.

wish to help underwrite the program,

CASA

of

NH

also seeks individuals

special events or projects with

monetary or

who

in-kind

who wish to assist on committees or in the office; and who are willing to tell others
about our mission and vision. In addition, an auxiliary organization called Friends of CASA is in
the formation stage and will provide many volunteer possibilities for those interested in becoming
donations;

more

actively involved with the organization.

CASA

of

New Hampshire

Regional Offices

MANCHESTER
P.O. Box 1327

Manchester,

NH

Phone: (603) 626-4600
Email:

speakup@casanh.org

DOVER
25
P.

Thomas Street
O. Box205B
St.

Dover, NH 03821-0205
(603)617-7115
FAX: (603)617-7112

Website: casanh.org

PLYMOUTH

LANCASTER
Box 66; 149 Main
Lancaster,

03105-1327
FAX: (603) 623-6362

St.

NH 03854

(603) 788-3777

FAX: (603) 788-3322

258 Highland
Plymouth,

Street, Ste. 21

NH 03264

(603)536-1663
FAX: (603)536-7528
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Toll free:

800-626-0622
KEENE

39 Central Square,
Keene, NH 03431

Rm

(603) 358-401

FAX: (603)358-4015
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MARRIAGES
REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006
DATE

APRIL 29

NAME & SURNAME
OF GROOM & BRIDE

RESIDENCE AT TIME
OF MARRIAGE

PLACE OF

EVERETT W. SMITH

CENTER HARBOR
LACONIA

LACONIA

ADAM A. MORTON
AMY L. HOWE

CENTER HARBOR
CENTER HARBOR

CENTER HARBOR

DEBORAH

A.

HOOD

MARRIAGE

JUNE

10

JUNE

30

PAUL W. O'BRIEN
SALLY A. RULE

CENTER HARBOR
CENTER HARBOR

MOULTONBOROUGH

JULY

29

DEREK D. MADIGAN
ELIZABETH J. BRYANT

CENTER HARBOR
SANDWICH

LACONIA

LEONARDO PENA

CANTON, NY
CENTER HARBOR

LACONIA

KURT W. VORISEK
CHIN-YU CHUANG

CENTER HARBOR

HOLDERNESS

TIMOTHY J. STAIRS
LAURA A. ROYEA

CENTER HARBOR
CENTER HARBOR

CENTER HARBOR

AUGUST

13

TIFFANY

AUGUST

19

SEPTEMBER 23

L.

ILLSLEY
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BIRTHS

REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006

NAME OF CHILD

DATE OF

OF FATHER

BIRTH

BRADY THOMAS LINTON

JANUARY 5
FEBRUARY

MARCH
JUNE

NAME

28

ARIANNA MARIE BERTHOLET
ESTELLE ANNEMARIE ACHENBACH

19

COLE ROBERT MCINTOSH

13

SEPTEMBER

10

NOVEMBER

16

JOHN

DANIEL JOHN BEAN

MASON THOMAS SLEEPER

RICHARD

NAME
OF MOTHER

DEATHS
REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006

NAME

DATE OF
DEATH

FEBRUARY

13

JAMES

FATHER'S

DOW

NAME

MOTHER'S NAME

LAURENCE DOW

GENEVIEVE MAGUIRE

EDWARD LIBBY SR.

MAJORIE COLE

MARCH 24

EDWARD LIBBY

APRIL

17

RUBY PERKINS

CLAYTON SMITH

EDITH FLEMMINGS

APRIL

22

JOHN ELMORE

JOHN ELMORE

ELIZABETH SETTLEMEYER

URI LAMPREY, SR.

EMILY HEINZE
MILLY EDWARDS

JUNE

URI LAMPREY,

28

II

JR.

OCTOBER 9

KENDAL SEELY

THOMAS GWYNN, SR.

NOVEMBER 7

GORDON BERRYMAN

IRVIN

DECEMBER

DONALD PARSONS

AMBROSE PARSONS

15

BERRYMAN

81

BLANCHE WORLEY
FLORENCE PUGH

OWNER

BENNETT, ELLEN

F.D.

CABELL, BRUCE H TRUST U/D/T

CERUTTI FAMILY TRUST AGREEMENT

DANE TRUST, EDWARD

DUREN, DAVID R & DONNA J

FRAZIER, MICHAEL P &

DARLENE P

GURNEY, PETER & GEORGE

HERTEL, PETER H & KIMBERLY A

JORDAN, JOHN

LAMPREY, ROBERT

JR.

REVOCABLE TRUST

MACDONALD, ERNEST & PAMELA

MOODY, WINSHIP

OUELLETTE, CHERYL

L

RAFFAELE, FRANK

J

JR & ELIZABETH C

SCHWARTZ, LOWELL & KARLENE

SPRANGEL, CHRISTOPHER

J

TWOMBLY

III

ET

AL,

ALEXANDER

WHITE, ROLAND

L

& ALTA C

1

1

1

TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
TO REPORT FIRES

OR CALL EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

DIAL

911

AMBULANCES - HOSPITALS
AMBULANCE FOR EMERGENCIES ONLY - 911
Ambulance - 279-5901
Lakes Region General Hospital - Laconia - 524-321
Huggins Hospital - Wolfeboro - 569-2150
Stewart's

POISON INFORMATION CENTER
Hanover - 643-4000

Boston- 1-617-232-2120

POLICE OFFICIALS
Center Harbor Police Department - 253-9756 or 527-5454 or 91
State Police (Tamworth) - 323-81 12
State Police (Concord)

- 271-3636

FIRE OFFICIALS
Center Harbor Fire Chief- 253-4451 or 455-5366
Center Harbor Fire Station - 253-445

owners during regular Town Office hours)
253-4561
other times, call the Forest Fire Warden - 253-445 1 or 455-5366
Emergency Management Director - 253-4561 or 253-6167

Burning Permits (issued

At

all

to property

